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P2Pvalue Consortium

Project objectives
●

Development of a software platform
○

Understand, experiment with, design and build a collective intelligence technosocial federated
collaborative platform that will foster the sustainability of communities of collaborative production.

○

Deploy several customised nodes of the federated platform in which realworld communities will
interact, participate, and collaboratively create content.

●

Theory and Policy
○

Develop CBPP theory, based on multidisciplinary and multimethod research on CBPP, and
determine the factors for success, productivity, and resilience in communities (“best practices”).

○

Develop a set of value metrics and reward mechanisms that incentivise the participation of
citizens in CBPP.

○

Simulate the new sustainability models proposed, showing how robust they are in the face of
diverse community conditions.

○

Verify the compatibility of the proposed models with innovation policies and provide a series of
policy recommendations for public administrations to encourage CBPPdriven social innovation.

●

Data and Resources
○

Provide a directory of existing CBPP communities, together with their main characteristics.

○

Maintain an open webbased CBPP archive, with the collected datasets, surveys, reports, Open
Educational Resources and openaccess publications, freely available to other researchers and
thirdparties under an open copyleft license. This includes a project public repository with all
code available as free/open source.
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Executive Summary
This document presents a report of the technical work done for establishing the software foundations for the
P2Pvalue platform. Its purpose is to fulfill the goals outlined in the DoW Task 3.1, which can be summarised as:
performing a Privacy by Design analysis in order to ensure that privacy and data protection rules are embedded in
the design and development from the start; providing a framework to facilitate the development and execution of
thirdparty apps on top of the platform; a development effort that would assure that both the FLOSS software
components used and the platform architecture provide the required scalability, performance, robustness,
federation and other basic features for the subsequent development of the P2Pvalue platform. In addition, this
report serves as evidence of having achieved milestone M3.1: “Design of platform agreed”.
These goals have been largely accomplished. The main change from the DoW expectations has been the move
towards a Lean Design approach and subsequently the drop of the FLOSS Kune as the base platform for
development, and its replacement by the FLOSS Apache Wave (which Kune is based on). The causes and
consequences for this change involve multiple reasons and a series of advantages, such as being able to provide
responsive web design (i.e. both web & mobile support); bottomup and organic growth of the platform features
(according to the Lean methodology); maintenance of the core features of federation, realtime edition and
gadgetsupport provided by Wave; reduction of the complexity of the codebase managed; agile development
approach and user engagement within the process; and others.
Since that moment, the development team has been following the Lean Design and the Scrum agile methodology
as complementary approaches, with short development cycles (814 days), strong involvement of CBPP
practitioners in the process (through workshops, interviews, mockup user testing) and design sessions (user
journeys, minimum viable products).
The Privacybydesign analysis was performed directly on the Apache Wave platform, after close collaboration
between the CNRS and UCM teams, and including an analysis of security risks. On the other hand, the
development of thirdparty apps (Wave Extensions named “Gadgets” and “Robots”) was significantly facilitated
after the improvement (bugfixes, implementation of missing API functionalities), documentation (expanding
Apache Wave Gadgets official documentation), and the release of sample implementations for a diversity of
features.
The software adaptations performed have included several major bugfixes for Apache Wave (increasing scalability,
performance, robustness, federation capabilities). Besides, the P2Pvalue platform architecture extends and
adapts the underlying Wave Model in order to work with different types of collaborative content and not just
conversations as all the other Wavebased projects have done.
Following the Open approach of this project, the development team has contributed to several FLOSS Projects
(Kune, Apache Wave), has published all P2Pvalue prototype source code in public repositories (Gitorious, Github)
under a FLOSS license, and is using just FLOSS, open standards and open formats for both internal coordination
and development. Besides, it is developing in the open, that is, with public tickets, commits and documentation.
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1. Introduction
This document (from now on D3.2) presents a report of the work done for establishing the software foundations for
the P2Pvalue platform. The same way that in WP1 we have been building up the theoretical foundations of the
project, in WP3 we have been working on the software foundations, i.e. all the necessary preliminary technical
work (analysis, design, development, administration) in order to build a platform capable of implementing the
design guidelines that would be an output of WP2 (built on WP1).
This work is mainly the result of Task 3.1 of WP3. This task covers the following aspects, as specified by the DoW:
●

Privacybydesign: The platform design according to the “privacybydesign” approach, ensuring that
privacy and data protection rules are embedded in the design, interface and feature development of the
platform.

●

Gadgets & Robots: Formalisation of an extensible modular framework, standardscompliant and
interoperable, allowing the execution of thirdparty apps.

●

Software foundations: Adaptation of the (Wave &) Kune codebase to set the foundations of the P2Pvalue
platform (i.e. implementation of the modifications found necessary for the subsequent development), e.g.:
○

Improve performance (e.g. memory leaks, loading time)

○

Develop a Kune command line interface (from which to derive an API)

○

Configure and test full Wave Federation in Kune

○

Increase the robustness of realtime collaboration in Apache Wave, used within Kune (e.g. lost
editions)

○

Refine social networking service features in Kune (e.g. friending, chat, notifications)

○

Improve usability for nontechnical users

○

Resolve current relevant bugs

Table 1.1: Timeline and overview of the main tasks performed related to D3.2

Period

Work performed

Comments

Nov 2013

Kickoff Meeting

Dec 2013

Workshop held to discuss the different software platforms of
CAPS projects, as reported in D3.1

D3.1 and suggestion to
use Lean Design from
DCENT
(P2Pvalue, 2014d)

Jan 2014

Deployment of basic Kunebased P2Pvalue platform node
and development infrastructure (Virtual machines,
Gitorious+Github,
Testing
environment, Continuous
Integration, Redmine, Wiki, Scrum sw, Monitorisation), as
reported in D5.1

D5.1 (P2Pvalue, 2014e)

JanMay 2014

Apache Wave adaptations, Kune bugfixes, Gadgets/Robots
development, Kune trainings

Issue tracker (P2Pvalue,
2014h)
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May 68 2014

Two participatory workshops on collaborative tools

(P2Pvalue & Carolina
García, 2014)

May 2014

Move towards Lean Design approach & Scrum sprints

May 2014

Interviews to CBPP practitioners on task management and
software tools used + User Journey + Minimum Viable
Product

Development Wiki
(P2Pvalue, 2014g)

JuneJuly 2014

Scrum cycles
implementation

design,

Development Wiki
(P2Pvalue, 2014g)

JuneAug 2014

Foundations for an extended Wave Model

Aug 2014

Interviews to CBPP practitioners on the flow from idea
generation to proposal and project implementation + User
Journey + Minimum Viable Product

Development Wiki
(P2Pvalue, 2014g)

Aug 2014

Milestone M3.1: Design of platform agreed

Aug 2014

D3.2: Report on software adaptations (this report)

AugSept 2014

Scrum cycles
implementation

on

on

mockup

mockup

user

user

testing,

testing,

design,

Development Wiki
(P2Pvalue, 2014g)

Table 1.1 provides a timeline and general overview of the tasks performed in this first year, while Table 1.2
provides a breakdown of Task 3.1 and its relation with specific development tasks. The main change from the
expectations on the DoW has been the move towards a Lean Design approach and subsequently the drop of the
Free/Libre/Open Source Software (FLOSS) Kune as the base platform for development, and its replacement by the
FLOSS Apache Wave (which Kune is based on). This change, its causes and consequences, are explained
indepth in the Chapter 2, while the Lean Design process is detailed in Chapter 3. Thus, the Privacybydesign
analysis was performed directly on the Apache Wave platform, after close collaboration between the CNRS and
UCM teams (Chapter 4). The Wave1 Extensions (“Gadgets” & “Robots”) development was significantly facilitated
after the improvement (bugfixes, implementation of missing API functionalities), documentation (expanding
Apache Wave Gadgets official documentation), and release of sample implementations for a diversity of features
(as explained in Chapter 5). Concerning the software adaptations and how they match the expectations from Task
3.1, they are summarised in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2: Summary of how the different activities within Task 3.1 have been fulfilled, with emphasis on the
development tasks.

DoW Task 3.1 fulfillment
Privacy by Design
Framework
to
thirdparty apps

facilitate

Work performed

Chapter

PbD analysis of Apache Wave.

4

Sample software using best practices and documentation of
development, architecture, deployment and execution of Wave
gadgets/robots.

5

1

Throughout this document, we will use “Wave” as an equivalent to the Apache Wave platform, and “wave” as an equivalent to
a “wave conversation”, i.e. the unit of content within a Wavebased system.
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Performance

Upgraded core technologies to latest versions (Wave, Kune, GWT,
Java, libraries and resolution of conflicting packages).

7.1

Performance (& Scalability)

New Wave indexing and search capabilities.

7.4

Command Line Interface for
Kune

Dropped: we will not be using Kune. The P2Pvalue platform will
have an API eventually.



Federation

Wave federation has been configured and successfully tested
(after fixing a Wave bug that was preventing it).

6.3.1

Robustness

Replaced the Wave storage technology (source of data loss),
moving from files to database + Migration tool.

7.2

Robustness (& Scalability)

Integration of MongoDB.

Robustness & major bugs

Replaced the communications technology between Web browsers
and platform servers (source of data loss, conflicts with
proxies/firewalls/old browsers, blocked use of HTTPS).

7.3

Social Networking features in
Kune

Some minor bugfixes but eventually dropped: we will not be using
Kune. The P2Pvalue platform will have socialnetworking features.



Usability

Workshops, Lean Design techniques, replaced base platform,
moved to bottomup approach.

3

Bugs

Minor new features and minor bug fixes developed for Wave/Kune.

7.2/7.4

7

Following the Open approach of this project, the development team has contributed to several FLOSS Projects
(Kune, Apache Wave), has published all P2Pvalue prototype source code in public repositories (Gitorious, Github)
under a FLOSS license, and is using just FLOSS, open standards 2 and open formats for both internal coordination
and development. Besides, it is developing in the open, that is, with public tickets, commits and documentation.
The P2Pvalue platform architecture, explained in Chapter 6, extends the underlying Wave Model in order to work
with different types of collaborative content and not just conversations as all the other Wavebased projects have
done. An indepth explanation of the software adaptations (including the Wave Model extension) and the specific
FLOSS contributions can be found in Chapter 7. Besides, the Scrum development cycles performed following a
Lean Design approach are detailed in Chapter 8. This document closes with some concluding remarks in Chapter
9. Note this document serves also as evidence of having achieved milestone M3.1: “Design of platform agreed”.

2

We aim to keep using open standards and in order to be up to date with the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) work on the
issue, a team member has joined the W3C Social Web Working Group.
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2. Moving away from Kune
The P2Pvalue project aims to build a technosocial platform for online collaboration and communication of
CommonsBased Peer Production (CBPP) communities, being both privacyaware and following a decentralised
architecture. This platform should be developed following social research based guidelines that would direct the
path towards macro and micro sustainability in such communities. In order to avoid reinventing the wheel, and to
build on top of existing Free/Libre/Open Source Software (FLOSS), after an extensive review of the state of the art
we initially decided to use as a base the collaborative social network software Kune (Comunes, n.d.a) 3. Kune has
been in development since 2007 under the umbrella of the Comunes nonprofit (Comunes, n.d.b). The current
result is a featurerich platform translated into 20 languages and hosting over 1100 groups.
Kune uses the Apache Wave (Apache Software Foundation, n.d.d) technology as its foundation. Apache Wave
provides a framework to develop collaborative software with content federation, real time edition and gadgets. Both
Wave and Kune are in the Beta stage of development, and thus several instability and performance issues were
identified (especially in Wave and thus affecting Kune as well) that needed to be improved before they could be
used for the P2Pvalue platform. Those issues are thoroughly explained in Chapter 7.
However, after hosting a workshop on collaborative software with other CAPS projects (reported in deliverable
D3.1, P2Pvalue, 2014d), deploying a P2Pvalue node of an adapted Kune (reported in deliverable D5.1 P2Pvalue,
2014e), and many discussions, multiple issues raised concerning our approach. What are the needs the
P2Pvalue software platform should satisfy? How far is Kune from doing so? How to engage the partners in the use
of Kune? Why is it so hard to use it, even for those people involved in the P2Pvalue project? How will we engage
then 34 CBPP communities in the platform next Autumn? We are aware there are usability issues, but to which
degree do we need a redesign to cover the expected needs? We will have feature recommendations after WP1
but should we have a fullyfeatured software platform that few people use or change the scope from featuredriven
to user needs? Do we really know what the potential users in CBPP communities want? Do we want to ask them?
And if we do, are we prepared to cover the needs that will be discovered?
Thus, there were a series of identified issues with using Kune:
●

It is difficult to use, that is, it has serious issues with usability
○

●

To which extent those issues can be worked around with a superficial redesign?

It was built featuredriven (topdown), not using a usercentric approach (bottomup)
○

Kune offers many features, but what is the actual value added for CBPP communities?

○

What are the needs that is it covering? Do they match with the actual needs of the target
communities?

○

Do we know what are the CBPP communities needs?

○

Do we want to ask the potential users what are their needs?

We decided then to research the user needs, in order to provide CBPP communities a proposal with specific and
clear added value that arises from the needs they would express. In the mentioned CAPS workshop we organised,
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we had several useful discussions in this line, about organic growth and especially about Lean Design (Gothelf,
2013). Such approach is strongly supported and advocated by another CAPS project, DCENT, and in the
workshop we agreed to test the recommended methodology. Thus, we organised two workshops, hired a User
Experience (UX) professional, and used several Lean Design participatory techniques, in order to provide a new
value proposition that emerged from the CBPP communities (the process is explained in Chapter 3).
There were several conclusions and recommendations that came out of this process. The value proposition
chosen (“information and coordination mobile tool”, starting with “task management and visibility of participation”)
fits smoothly with the P2Pvalue project aims, as it allows to measure the value created by contributors (needs task
management) and to reward them (needs to visualise who participated in what).
Adapting Kune to the new value proposition was considered to be harder than building the tool directly on top of
Apache Wave and a source of bad practices. In general we should have dropped or hide plenty of current Kune
features that we would not need, spending a lot of time tearing down instead of building up new features; in
addition, unused code could be a source of side effects, or become dead code. On the other hand, we would need
to add new features (such as mobile support) that would be difficult to adapt to former features. Besides, there
was a clear conclusion to grow the platform organically and follow a Lean approach: adding features that fulfill the
users expressed needs and validating them as soon as possible, either using mockups or real software.
However, such approach is difficult to follow building on top of a featuredriven platform. Consequently, the
decision was taken to do just that: moving away from Kune and building the P2Pvalue platform directly on top of
Apache Wave4.
Such decision raises some questions:
●

Did not we lose time and effort in Kune that now is lost? The main development effort was made on
Apache Wave, as stabilising its source code was necessary in order to stabilise Kune’s one. Such effort
was not useless, since we will still use Wave. Still, some minor Kune bugs were fixed while the team was
dealing with its code, and those bugfixes will not be used directly in the P2Pvalue platform. The time
invested was needed to reach the current decision, and it is considered positively it was used to make
contributions to a FLOSS project (and thus a CBPP community), even if in the end we did not use it.

●

Did not we lose features by dropping Kune? Kune has a large amount of features (“trying to do
everything”), which is one of the reasons why it was decided not to use it. That is, by not growing
organically (asking the target users how they want the tool to grow before each new feature) it risks
providing features that its users do not require, while also harming user experience. In this line, it has
already been criticised of falling on the secondsystem effect (Palacios, 2011) (Brooks & Frederick,
2006). Still, Kune provides useful features (e.g. groups or licensing) that will need to be reimplemented if
they are desired5 . Other features (e.g. folder organisation, lists) are not expected to be recovered neither
implemented. Note the most powerful, complex and core features of federation, realtime edition and
gadgets belong to Wave and thus we will preserve them (keeping unaffected the DoW related
commitments, such as federated architecture or thirdparty apps).

5

Still, Kune being FLOSS leaves the door open to consult and/or import functionalities, with the appropriate attribution and
licensing.
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●

Then there will not be a solid platform to present to the CBPP communities by the start of the 2nd year?
Before this decision we had a serious issue: how to convince existing CBPP communities to adapt their
internal processes to a Kunebased featurerich platform. Newborn very small communities would not
provide enough data to be studied, and established communities would need to change their internal
behaviour in order to adapt to a given platform, which makes it difficult to convince them. Nowadays, we
have a different issue: the current approach has several challenges, such as its early prototype stage and
the lack of major elaborated features; however, it offers the opportunity to build a platform completely
adapted to their needs. The platform will grow organically with their requests, feedback and expectations,
and we will make sure the platform built is useful and being used.

Finally, there are other advantages:
●

Reduction of the complexity of the code base managed

●

Full knowledge of the platform

●

Easier support of a privacybydesign approach right away

●

Agile approach: quick development cycles, quick feedback

●

Lean design: bottomup, interviews, rapid prototyping, mockup user testing

●

Ensuring that the platform offers valuable features to CBPP communities

●

User engagement is a structural part of the process

●

Responsive Web design from the beginning: the P2Pvalue platform will be designed to work on mobile,
tablet and desktop devices instead of adapting the Kune desktop UI.
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3. Lean design process and development methodology
We are following a Lean Design (Huthwaite, 2007) process to build the P2Pvalue platform. This method has the
following advantages:
●

It is usercentered. The development is tied to user feedback. Every feature developed in the platform
responds to user needs. This prevents us from developing too much useless features that are not
wellunderstood by CBPP users.

●

It is agile, which allows seeking for real value for CBPP users. There is continuous interaction and testing
of new features. It allows to integrate feedback from the findings of WP1 and WP2 easily.

●

It allows learning from errors in an early stage, pivoting the value proposition with minimal cost and
delivering real value in the P2Pvalue platform.

3.1. Lean design bootstrap
The first step to know and find user needs was to run a couple of workshops in Tabacalera, a wellknown
selforganised social center of Madrid. Both were facilitated by a professional facilitator for usability experience,
using Lean Design participatory techniques. On May 6th and 8th, the two workshops were attended by around 20
members of several CBPP communities, including two agroecological cooperatives (SaS and BAH), three
selfmanaged social centers (La Tabacalera, El Patio and La Piluka), two online wikis (15Mpedia, Wikipedia), a
free software community (Kune) and many others. The results of the workshops were published in the P2Pvalue
blog (P2Pvalue, 2014f) and summarised in a public presentation (P2Pvalue & Carolina García, 2014).
The first day members of these communities participated in three different activities. Two groups were formed and
participants were asked to brainstorm about the moments when communication and collaboration happened in
their communities. These ideas were then collectively grouped into five clusters (reception, coordination,
emotions, decisionmaking and dissemination). Afterwards the software tools they use in their communities were
identified, and the pros and cons were listed and grouped. Finally, facts about communication and collaboration
were collected. From a selection of them, challenges were defined. Solutions were proposed to approach a
collectively selected challenge. At the end, one of the solutions was chosen.
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Figure 3.1: Picture of the Value Proposition Canvas for the P2Pvalue Platform.

The early results of the first session pointed that improving the communities participation was perceived as a
challenge. This was used to divide the participants of the next event into two groups: a group of occasional
participants in their communities and a group of active members. These groups participated in two activities. First,
they collaboratively created empathy maps (Standford, 2013), where participants expressed what they think, see,
say, feel and do in the communities. Afterwards, they did a Value Proposition Canvas (Osterwalder, 2012) where
the activities of the communities were identified as well as the aspects that make them better (gains) or worse
(pains). Finally, they did a brainstorm of tools to support these activities, avoiding the pains or obtaining the gains.
Three value propositions for the new software were defined: an information and coordination mobile tool, a
dissemination tool based on community and individual maps and a tool for communities interaction. More
information can be found in (P2Pvalue & Carolina García, 2014).
After an evaluation from the UCM team of the needs of the P2Pvalue project, we decided to focus on the
information and coordination mobile tool, and specifically within it on task management and visibility of
participation (as explained in Section 8.1.1 of this document).
This topic is fully aligned with P2Pvalue objectives: if we are interested in how much value each participant is
generating (measure it in order to reward it), we need to know which tasks she has completed. In any case, this is
just a starting point in the usercentered design. The goal is to provide value quickly and build the tool from user
feedback.
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To start the process of Lean Design (Gothelf, 2013), we carried out a set of interviews among CBPP participants in
order to learn more about task management and participation visibility. Around ten interviews were done, asking
for aspects such as where tasks are decided, do people give thanks to others, how people assign tasks to
themselves, etc.
These interviews showed 4 types of tasks: decided in a meeting (facetoface or virtual), unexpected events,
selfpromoted and periodical tasks. We decided that the most interesting type at this stage were the tasks that are
decided in a (facetoface or virtual) meeting, in group.
The next step was the building of a User Journey (Mears, 2013), which describes the story of CBPP participants
going through to work with tasks: when and how the idea emerge, how it is introduced in a meeting, where
appropriate tasks are discussed and assigned, how other users actually do the tasks and report that the job is
done. After these steps are written down, the user journey helps to identify emotions, positive and painful points of
the journey from a user point of view, e.g. how participants are relieved when their peers fulfill their assignments.
With such information the user journey is modified on how the ideal software tool helps participants through this
story, by relieving the pain points and reinforcing the positive ones. This ideal user journey, which includes the
P2Pvalue software platform, is used as the basis for designing a Minimum Viable Product (MVP).
3.2. Minimum Viable Product (MVP)
Once we had our desired user journey, we described the minimum viable product (MVP) (Gothelf, 2013) so we
could build a minimum prototype, show it to the users and learn quickly from their feedback.
The minimum prototype consisted of a task list with assignees in a mobile friendly format, that could be used in a
CBPP community meeting, where participants typically have their mobiles at hand (in the case of face to face
meetings, as in virtual meetings both web and mobile versions are easily usable). This prototype was designed by
a professional graphic designer and follows the look and feel of the P2Pvalue project.
The first interactions showed plenty usability issues, as well as several requested features such as deadlines,
task alarms or personal tasks.
3.3. Agile development: Scrum and Continuous Delivery
With the Lean approach the development team is following an iterative and incremental process of prototype
design, building the new design (i.e. doing the software development) and showing the new prototype to CBPP
participants for gathering feedback and validation. Each cycle takes us between 8 and 15 working days and the
development process is managed using the Scrum agile methodology: “A framework within which people can
address complex adaptive problems, while productively and creatively delivering products of the highest possible
value” (Schwaber and Sutherland, 2013). It defines the roles, events, artifacts and rules the team uses to manage
the (software) product development.
We are embedding the development process into the Lean Design process in a natural way, e.g. design sessions
are natural inputs of the sprint planning meetings and therefore to the backlog (Gothelf, 2013).
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In order to run an effective joint agile development and Lean process, users must validate new features as soon
as possible. This is achieved through our environment (Figure 3.2) for Continuous Delivery (CD) (Jumble and
Farley, 2010). Each time a software change is committed to the master branch of the source code repository (Git
Server), a set of automatic tests are triggered. These tests are managed by the continuous integration server
Jenkins (Jenkins, n.d.) and executed in the Web browser automation tool Selenium (Selenium Contributors, n.d.).
If all the tests are passed, new features are deployed to the prototype environment, and thus are available to users.

Figure 3.2: Continuous Delivery environment of the P2Pvalue project.

Currently, the prototype is only being deployed into the “prototype” server since it is significantly unstable still. There
we do not warrant user’s data durability neither security. However we will run a second instance of the prototype in
our “platform” server to provide the service to the testbed communities with the appropriate availability, reliability
and security. This server is currently hosting the old Kune P2Pvalue instance that will be shut down in coming
weeks. The prototype is currently available at https://prototype.p2pvalue.eu
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4. Privacy by Design analysis and guidelines for P2Pvalue
4.1. Introduction
Together with the growing importance of technological solutions in society, the importance of privacy has risen
until it has become a central issue when developing software. We can define Privacy as the claim of individuals,
groups [or institutions] to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is
communicated to others. Directly related to the latter, Personally Identifiable Information (PII) can be defined as
any information about an individual including (a) any information that can be used to distinguish or trace an
individual’s identity, and (b) any other information that is linked or linkable to an individual. From this approach,
Privacy by Design (PbD) means that privacy and data protection are embedded through the entire lifecycle of
technologies, from the early stage of design to their deployment, use and ultimate disposal
Adopting a PbD approach is important to promote wider adoption, gain user trust and demonstrate regulatory
compliance, in line with the draft EU General Data Protection Regulation (European Commission, 2012) whose
purpose is to make the PdD approach compulsory.
This document is meant to provide a methodology to help the UCM team to model and document PbD
requirements throughout the entire software development life cycle, and embed its principles within the P2Pvalue
platform. It is important that each step is clearly documented for better auditability: we need to draft specifications
to be used for the building of the P2Pvalue application, containing accurate information as regards the
infrastructural design and technical features of the application.
Thus, the first part of this chapter presents the basic principles of PbD (Cavoukian, 2009). Afterwards, it follows a
PbD analysis of Apache Wave, which serves as the P2Pvalue platform software foundations, intertwined with an
evaluation and suggestions of the current state of Wave.
4.2. PbD Principles
4.2.1. Principle #1. Proactive not Reactive; Preventive not Remedial
Privacy protection comes beforethefact, not after. The risks to privacy and data protection must be eliminated at
the earliest stage of the information life cycle.
This requires, inter alia:
1.

An affirmative commitment to a strong, proactive privacy policy;

2.

Commitment to concrete actions, not just policies: e.g. commitment to monitor privacycompliance
through a system of regularly reviewed metrics;

3.

Systematic methods to asses privacy and to identify security risks so as to correct any negative impacts or
risks before they actually occur;

4.

Adopting privacy practices which are demonstrably shared by diverse user communities and
stakeholders, in a culture of continuous improvement.
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4.2.2. Principle #2. Privacy as Default
No action shall be required on the part of the individuals to protect their privacy, privacy must be built into the
system, by default. This is particularly important in the context of ubiquitous data collection. A proper
implementation of PdB must ensure that uses of personal data are limited to the intended, primary purposes of
collection, according to the principles of:
1.

Purpose specificity: the purpose must be clearly stated, limited and specific;

2.

Consent: data collection, use, and retention must be subject to consent. Consent must be wellinformed,
and be either implicit – e.g through app download and installation, or explicit.

3.

Limited collection: maximum granularity, with a clear distinction between essential vs. optional data
collection. This requires:

4.

a.

linking data collection to specific purposes

b.

applying data minimization6 to data collection

c.

collecting data by fair and lawful means, without intimidation or deception

d.

collecting data from third parties, only if they share compatible privacy policies

e.

secure means of data collection

Limited uses and disclosures:
a.

Link uses to purposes as specified at collection time

b.

Apply data minimization also to data use (i.e. use the least possible data from what has been
collected).

5.

c.

Ensure data is within retention limits (as needed to fulfill purposes) unless justified

d.

Secure transmission of PII

e.

Lawful secondary uses

Limited data retention: adopt proper procedures for disposal, destruction and redaction; securely and
systematically destroy, erase or anonymise PII on expiration

6.

Anonymization: Limit linking of external data leading to identification or reidentification of the datasubject;
ensure that anonymous data that becomes identified (e.g. due to linking to external public sources) is
automatically reanonymised

7.

Access and rectification: ensure user can access PII, through reasonable means, to review data accuracy
and data keeper compliance to privacy preferences, and update correct information

8.

Ensure privacypreserving mining and analytics

9.

Privacy policy and default privacy settings shall:
a.

Be easily accessible

b.

Be easy to understand

c.

Give the user maximum benefits regarding their privacy

d.

Give users transparency and choice

e.

Increase user awareness of when data is being collected (e.g. personal click trails)

f.

Be updated via popular communication channels (e.g. email, sms, status feeds, etc)

g.

Support processes to address inquiries, complaints and disputes
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h.

Allow users to work in different unlinked identities or “personas”

i.

Allow users to express privacy preferences

j.

Allow for userdefined limits on data collection and disclosure

10. Allow interoperability i.e. crossplatform transfer of privacy settings
11. Monitor privacybydefault compliance
4.2.3. Principle #3. Privacy Embedded into Design
Privacy is integral to the system, it must be embedded into the design without diminishing or impairing the
functionality of the platform or application (i.e. one should not have to tradeoff privacy for functionalities).
●

Infrastructural design: embed privacy into the technical architecture of a system, paying particular attention
to potential unintended uses of the PII. Architecture bridges between requirement elicitation and system
design

●

Identity management: base identity metasystems on the rules of identity, which codify a set of
fundamental principles to which sustainable identity architecture must conform

●

Analytics: practice responsible innovation in the field of advanced analytics. Business models dependent
on personal data sharing and insights should embed privacy best practices

●

Regulation: comply to privacy directions in regulatory approaches, while at the same time calling for an
approach guided by flexibility, common sense and pragmatism

4.2.4. Principle #4. Full Functionality – Positivesum, not Zerosum:
Privacy should be regarded as a feature that creates value for all stakeholders involved  i.e. one should not
compromise between the different interests, but figure out a way to make everyone happier. In other words, it
should be possible to have privacy and security, and at the same time having greater functionality and
customization.
●

Acknowledge that multiple, legitimate interests must coexist

●

Practice the 3C’s: communication, consultation, collaboration – to better understand multiple and, at
times, divergent interests

●

Pursue innovative solutions and options to achieve multiple functionalities

4.2.5. Principle #5. EndtoEnd Security – Full Lifecycle Protection (continuous)
● Ensure cradle to grave lifecycle management of information
●

Ensure privacy / security engineering is embedded throughout software engineering life cycle

4.2.6. Principle #6. Visibility and Transparency (openness & accountability)
● “Trust but verify”: make information about the policies, procedures and controls relating to the
management of PII readily available to all individuals
●

Of course, raw transparency/visibility is not enough. It is not useful to publish plenty of complex legal
documents. Comprehensive and understandable ways should be a must for accountability (e.g. “Privacy
Icons” vs. long and complex Terms of Service).
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4.2.7. Principle #7. Respect for User Privacy (useroriented design)
● Empower users to play active roles in the management of their own PII
●

Offer strong privacy defaults

4.3. PbD Analysis of Apache Wave & the Apache Wave Federation Protocol
4.3.1. Overview
Wave parallels the openness of the email protocol. It comprises email, chat, collaboration space, and can be
used asynchronously or synchronously as a place for realtime or iterative collaboration. Users create online
spaces, called “waves” which may include multiple messages and components “blips” that constitute a running,
conversational document.
Waves can be public or private. Inside a wave, users can respond to specific blips with “wavelets” (subordinate
conversations) that can be open to all participants or private to selected individuals. A wave is composed of
“wavelets” which are the unit of access control. Discussion is not necessarily linear, users can edit, delete, reply or
insert anywhere in the conversation.
Unlike email, waves are not “sent”: the documents are stored online on servers. Users access waves through the
web, where they can access the content, respond to it, change it, replay it, or add new material. Hence, separate
copies of multiple messages are not sent to different people, they reside on the servers. There is no single central
server for all collaborating wave users, but each Wave user logs in to their wave server to send and receive
updates to their waves. When users of different Wave servers ride on the same wave, updates to the wave are
distributed to any of the participating Wave servers, such that all users which are assigned to a particular Wavelet
have an eventually consistent view of the document (see Section 4.3.3). The distribution of the change is virtually
immediate.
NOTE: Evaluative notes are included in the text, following this colour code:
●

RED is bad PbD

●

GREEN is good PdB

●

BLACK is mere 'descriptions'

●

BLUE is 'suggestions'

4.3.2. Openness
Apache wave is fully open source, and the Wave Federation Protocol (Baxter et al., 2009) is an open protocol:
anyone can become a wave provider and share waves with others. Communication is possible regardless of the
provider.
Since its conception, it was anticipated that others can be providers of Wave services. Wave code has been made
available to developers, to allow anyone to set up a Wave service to interoperate with Wave. Java source code for
the Google Wave Federation prototype server was released in July 2009 under the Apache License 2.0 (Google,
2009d). Still, it was not until December 2010 that the Wave client was released and the source code ownership
and full control was transferred to the Apache Foundation (Google, 2010c). Google does not retain any control on
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the fully open source Apache Wave, although Google did not release all the parts of its Google Wave client (and
thus such parts needed/need to be reimplemented).
NOTE: This is good for privacy, because anyone can inspect the code and see what the software does.
Yet, after Google has given up of Wave, the development of the application remains incomplete. Even for those
who are comfortable with Wave’s mode of interaction, the tool is not practical for large groups, at least when used
synchronously. While the protocol is open, the extent of its interaction with other applications and standards
remain uncertain.
4.3.3. Architectural Design: Federation
A Wave provider operates a wave service on one or more networked servers. It can be distinguished into two
categories, according to the functions it performs:
●

The “Wave store” stores the wavelet operations

●

The “Wave server” resolves wavelet operations by operational transformations, and writes/reads wavelet
operations to and from the wave store.

A Wave service serves waves to users of the wave provider which connect to the wave service frontend. For the
purposes of federation, Wave services share waves with participants from other providers communicating with
these Wave provider’s servers. Copies of wavelets (which can be either local or remote) are distributed to all wave
providers that have participants in a given wavelet. A wave can contain both local and remote wavelet copies
simultaneously.
The originating server is responsible for hosting and/or processing wavelet operations submitted by local and/or
remote participants. Wave server performs concurrency control by ordering the submitted wavelet operations
relative to each other using operational transformations, and subsequently validates the operations before
applying them to a local wavelet.
Remote wavelets are hosted by other providers, cached and updated with wavelet operations that the local
provider gets from the remote host. When local participants submit a wavelet operation to a remote wavelet, the
wave server forwards the information to the wave server of the hosting provider. Then the transformed and applied
operation is echoed back and applied to the cached copy.
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Figure 4.1: Wave Federation Protocol Wave Service architecture; diagram from (Google, 2009c).

Wave services use federation gateways and federation proxy components to communicate and share waves with
other wave providers (Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2).
●

Federation gateways communicate (or push) local wavelet operations: they submit new local wavelet
operations to remote wave providers of any other participants, fulfill requests for old wavelet operations,
and process wavelet operations submission requests.

●

Federation proxy communicates (or pull) remote wavelet operations: they receive new remote wavelet
operations pushed to it from other providers, requests old wavelet operations and submits wavelet
operations to other providers.
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Figure 4.2: Communication diagram of the Wave Service Architecture.

NOTE: User personal data (PII) is not federated: i.e. it is not shared with wave providers (only the
usergenerated content is)
NOTE: Private reply wavelets are possible; these are wavelets of which other participants have no knowledge
or access. Yet, these have not been implemented in the current Apache Wave client, although they were
implemented in the original Google Wave.

4.3.4. Technical features
The Wave Federation Protocol that Apache Wave uses is an extension of the Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP) (IETF, 2011b), from which it inherits some features:
●

Discovery of IP addresses and port numbers, using DNS SRV records

●

TLS authentication and encryption of connections
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4.3.4.1. Encryption
XMPP encrypts operations at the transportation level (using TLS).
NOTE: This only provides security among servers connected directly to each others.
NOTE: An additional layer of cryptography provides endtoend authentication between wave providers (as
explained in Section 4.3.4.2).
NOTE: This may be complemented with default HTTPS SSL/TLS encryption for serverclient communication.
4.3.4.2. Authentication
An additional layer of cryptography provides endtoend authentication between wave providers using cryptographic
signatures and certificates, allowing all wavelet providers to verify the properties of the operation.
NOTE: Hence, a downstream wave provider can verify that the wave provider is not spoofing wavelet
operations (i.e. it is not possible to claim that a wavelet operation originated from a user on another wave
provider).
The Protocol requires that the wave providers sign the operations of their users. A simplification of the process is
outlined here (and shown in Fig. 4.3), for more information please check (Google, 2010b) (Google, 2009c)
(Kissner & Laurie, 2009). Given three participants (a, b, c) from three different providers (A, B, C), and A being the
host (upstream Wave service provider) of the created wave shared among the three (i.e., user a created the wave
and invited b and c). If c makes a change, C sends the signed change (the operation) to A, A applies the change to
the wave (in A), and A sends the signed result (i.e. the result to apply to the current state of the wave (the last delta)
the new transformation) to B and C (so they can perform the same change). Each signed delta includes a “history
hash” (i.e. a rolling hash of the delta history), significantly increasing the security of the process.

Figure 4.3: Communication diagram for operation signature and verification in the Wave Federation Protocol.
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NOTE: This process significantly prevents the case where a provider certificate is stolen and a Man In The
Middle (MitM) attack is attempted (where a malicious intruder injects false changes).
●

If the stolen provider certificate does not belong to the host provider of the wave (e.g. the cert. belongs
to B or C), the attacker still needs, (1) apart from the certificate, (2) the change history in order to
generate the history hash. Still, even in that case, when the host provider sends the signed result, the
original server would receive an operation it did not originally sent and the delta sequence would be
inconsistent (the wave corrupted and thus the issue detected).

●

If the stolen provider certificate belongs to the host (e.g. A), the attacker also needs, (1) apart from the
certificate, (2) the change history and (3) the credentials of a host user (e.g. a) in order for the change
to be applied in the host and not break consistency.

Still, if the provider itself is malicious (and thus having (1) its certificate, (2) the change history and (3) being
able to use the credentials of its users) or the attacker can both inject and intercept the messages to the
victim provider (blocking the victim to receive them) then the MitM is possible and feasible. E.g. a malicious
host provider could “invent” operations from its users that would be considered legitimate for other Wave
providers.
This could be prevented if the users themselves signed the changes and not their providers. Then the other
providers should verify the signature with the public key of the sender user. However, the providers should
receive the user public key from a source different than the (potentially malicious) user’s provider, either from
a different source (a public key repository) or obtained from the user through a secure channel.
The signatures of all the operations forwarded by the host will be evaluated by the participants.
NOTE: This stops malicious hosts from altering or spoofing the contents of the messages from the users of
other services.
All signatures and verifications are done by the wave providers, not the client software of the endusers.

All waves and wavelets (child waves) are identified by a globally unique wave id, which is a domain name
(identifying

the wave

provider where the wave was originated) + an ID string (i.e. in the form

id@waveproviderdomain).
Waves and wavelets are hosted by the wave provider of the creator, although wavelets in the same wave can be
hosted by different wave providers.

4.3.5. Privacy & Security Issues
4.3.5.1. Serverbased
Wave works like email and XMPP: communication is not usertouser, but servertoserver.
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NOTE: Hence, like email or xmpp, the server has access to the information of its users.
●

When you participate in a Wave that has at least one (for instance) Google7 user on it, you give the
information in that Wave to Google. Google will keep some of the information, according to its own
data policy.

●

If a server is hacked, the information will spread. If governmental institutions approach Google, or
another central server, they might have to disclose the information (cf. PATRIOT Act, FISAA Act in the
U.S.)

If a private wavelet is sent between users on the same wave provider, it’s not federated, regardless of where the
parent wave is hosted. For instance (following with the Google example), if a new wavelet is created between 2
nongooglehosted wave users, even if that wavelet is part of a wave started on a Google server, the content of that
newly created wavelet will never reach any other servers than these of the 2 participants of the Wavelet.
NOTE: This is good for privacy, since content that does not need to be federated will not be federated.

4.3.5.2. Datacollection
Small, fast incremental updates are available under the ‘replay’ facility8: i.e. every typo, error, temporary wording
remain visible to all users on the wave, and to all their servers.
NOTE: This can be used to infer information on the users and subsequently used to profile them (secondary
use for targeting advertising, etc).

⇒ Users should be able to effectively control which information they give away, and their choice should be
conscious. Unless there is a model to control your wave, users should always assume they are on camera.
NOTE: Originally, in Google Wave, Google said (Google 2009e) there would be an option for being "Off the
record", that is, typing without the others seeing it until you submit (as in standard chats). However, this was
never implemented.

Possible features to improve Privacy on Wave:
⇒ Builtin encryption: content encryption to the people on the Wave, such that the server cannot use the
content
NOTE: This would require an encryption algorithm compatible with Operational Transformations9 (OT). No such
algorithm has been developped thus far, although there is some research work being done in that direction.
See e.g. (Clear 2009, Feldeman 2010)

⇒ Keys are on the clients (in the browser for web clients) – c.f. “needtoknow” principle: the server does not
have to decrypt the content to deliver it.
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4.3.5.3. Security Issues

IFrames/Gadgets issues (Tyson 2009a)
●

●

●

●

●

Allowing iframes in waves. Creating a gadget that loads an iframe is a fairly trivial task. The iframe loads
within a container iframe that separates it from the Document Object Model (DOM) for Wave itself. Still,
one can load just about any page using such an iframe. This means that any attack requiring a user to
load an infected page (as in a Facebook attack (Tyson 2009b)), can be automated, since viewing the wave
loads the iframe page. This may also be adapted to make POST requests for CSRF attacks.
Allowing invisible iframes in waves. Not only can a gadget include an iframe, it can style that iframe to be
invisible, either hiding the attack from wave participants or to create a clickjacking attack within the gadget.
Basically, while gadgets load in container iframes, they otherwise have free reign to include any HTML a
coder desires. Note that allowing iframes could potentially let an attacker include code for finding browser
exploits, which can then allow for malware delivery or even taking over a user’s system.
Allowing scripts in waves. Once again, the scripts execute in a container iframe, so one cannot simply
wreak havoc with the main application DOM. Still, scripts do open up several possibilities. For instance, it
should be easy to create a wave that forwards users to a particular page as soon as they view the wave,
since the script is loaded automatically when someone views the wave.
Allowing dynamic changes to gadgets. Some may argue that this problem is actually a feature.
Essentially, a gadget is loaded dynamically from its source every time a wave is loaded. That means
someone could insert an innocentlooking gadget into a wave, and then the gadget owner could switch
the gadget for a malicious one later on. In fact, since gadgets can be hosted anywhere, an included
gadget could even be taken offline, taking away from one of Wave’s selling points (better preserving a
record of communications).
Allowing gadget access to participant information. Currently, a gadget can only access basic identifying
information about who participates in a wave and who is viewing the wave when the gadget loads.
However, this could likely be expanded to resemble a more complete OpenSocial implementation. As
with Facebook applications, allowing such unfettered access for any gadget on initialization raises a
number of concerns.

NOTE: The previous security issues deal with both Iframes and gadgets, mainly related to the display of
untrusted content. Iframe isolation is a common way to integrate external contents within a web page,
providing a reasonable amount of security per se. Still, to allow external content to be displayed in an iframe is
always risky if you do not trust the content’s origin. A possible work around is to limit the use of gadgets to just
those previously verified and loaded from a trusted server (as done with apps in smartphones or packages in
GNU/Linux distributions).

Other issues
●

Allowing (or not) users to be removed from a wave. Since waves are shared among participants,
removing users raises questions of who in the wave is authorised to make such decisions. Nowadays, a
user can remove herself, and the wave creator (owner) has full control for removing any other user from
the wave.
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●

Allowing users to add anyone to a wave without approval. If a user knows the account you use for Wave,
she can add you as a contact and add you to a wave, which will then appear in your inbox. This all
happens without any action on your part. And if she includes a malicious gadget, you will load that gadget
as soon as you click on the new wave to find out what it is about.

NOTE: These issues affect Wave users the same way that affect Email users (as we cannot stop a particular
user to send another virus/spam by email). A wave conversation is a specific shared content and a
communication system based on trust between participants. It could be possible to discriminate among
trustworthy users (e.g. included in your contacts) and unknown users (with higher level of risk), although this
does not stop from infected users (again, as in Email).
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5. Framework for thirdparty applications development: Gadgets &
Robots
Gadgets and robots are the two ways (originally proposed by Google) to extend a wave.
●

Gadgets are HTML, CSS and JavaScript applications that can be embedded into a Wave conversation and
interact with it through the Wave API (Google, 2009a) allowing the use of the Wave advantages such as
the federated realtime environment.

Figure 5.1: Gadget composition (MartinezBernardo, 2014b), (WaveChess, 2010),(William, 2010)

●

Robots are Java or Python applications that act as automated participants within a Wave conversation
reacting and interacting with it. They interact with waves through an API which allows them to read and
write content, react to changes in the wave, add and remove participants, among other actions (Google,
2009b).

Wave extensions are independent modules which favours decentralisation and modular development. Both
gadgets and robots are decoupled from the Wave server and client code. Thus, the development of these Wave
extensions does not require any knowledge about Wave code. Moreover, the extensions can be hosted in
independent servers and included in waves without wave providers prior control. This suits the decentralised and
federated architecture of Wave, but can raise some security and privacy issues considered in the Privacy by Design
chapter (Chapter 4).
Wave extensions (gadgets and robots) provide a powerful way to enhance Wave environment. Hundreds of these
extensions were developed before Google dropped support to Wave technology (Yaro, n.d.). However, the
extensions technology is still relevant:
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●

Wave gadgets are compliant with the OpenSocial Core Gadget Specification (OpenSocial and Gadgets
Specification Group, 2011b), that defines a component hosting environment for webbased components
through a set of APIs. In the future, they can be extended to be fully OpenSocial compliant (OpenSocial
and Gadgets Specification Group, 2011a), allowing more complex social behaviour of the gadgets. This
open standard is used, among others, at the (deprecated) iGoogle , LinkedIn, MySpace and XING.

●

Wave robots are autonomous programs that interact within a wave in a similar way of how human users
can do. Internet robots are also widely used in the Web for different purposes, from web crawlers to
malicious robots such as spam bots.

Aiming to provide an easy way to extend the platform, a framework to facilitate the development of thirdparty
applications is proposed based in the use of Wave gadgets and robots10. This framework is composed by sample
software of the extensions using best practices and the documentation of their development, architecture,
deployment and execution. The following two sections provide in depth details of the gadgets and robots
framework. Finally, the work done to build the framework is detailed.
5.1. Gadgets: embedded social collaborative realtime apps
Wave gadgets are thirdparty applications that can be embedded into Wave conversations and take advantage of
the federated realtime technology of the underlying Wave protocol. Gadgets are HTML, CSS and JavaScript web
applications that are able to use the Wave communication protocol through the Wave Gadget API (Google, 2009a).
This API provides access to the management of a realtime collaborative shared state of the gadget, access to a
private gadget state per user and to know which is the participant currently viewing the gadget.
The Wave Protocol provides a federated realtime environment to gadgets, allowing the development of gadgets
that take full advantage of these characteristics, such as for instance a pong game (Pongy Developers, 2009) or a
collaborative video viewer (Everybodywave, 2009), that are not feasible with other extension frameworks such as
Facebook apps or just using OpenSocial.
Despite being proposed in 2009, gadgets are still relevant in today’s Internet. Facebook apps, OpenSocial
gadgets and Google drive addons are some examples of current use of similar technology. However these
“gadgets” miss some of the key features of wave gadgets: open source platform, realtime collaboration or
federation. The most similar alternative to wave gadgets are Google Drive addons (Google, n.d.b). However, they
are not a federated alternative, having to be hosted at Google servers and added through a central “app store”. The
fact that Google Drive addons have to be hosted at Google servers limits the possibilities of experimentation and
innovation. The open and distributed nature of Wave gadgets instead boosts the creation of a rich ecosystem of
gadgets and active communities of developers.

5.1.1. Architecture
Wave gadgets are HTML, CSS and Javascript third party applications that can be embedded into waves. These
gadgets are Google Gadgets (Google, 2012a) extended with the Wave Gadget API. They have to be hosted by a
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compatible Gadget Server as the OpenSocial gadget server Shindig (Apache Software Foundation, n.d.c). A
gadget server is needed to render the gadget, i.e. generate the HTML, CSS and Javascript and to provide the
gadget with an API to communicate with its container and the wave document.

Figure 5.2: Wave Gadget Architecture Overview

Wave Gadget API allows the gadget to access and modify a realtime collaborative state. This state, a key, value
map, is accessed and updated through the API and is used for using the gadget collaboratively. Gadget Server is
responsible of receiving the calls to the Wave API and transfer them to the Wave server, changes done in the
gadget state are transmitted to the gadget in the form of events.
The framework includes a gadget software project sample. Its architecture is inherited from the gadget sample of
the Kune project (Comunes, n.d.c). However, we have updated its dependencies and combined into a single
project both the development and the deployment Java projects to simplify the development process (P2Pvalue,
2014c).
The sample project uses Dependency Injection (Fowler, 2004) and Mocks (Mackinnon, Freeman and Craig, 2001).
These allow the gadget debugging and testing to use a mock of the wave environment (instead of a full wave
provider), while using the real wave environment for the project deployment. The following diagram shows these
relationships.
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Figure 5.3: Gadget Project Dependency Injection Diagram

5.1.2. Development
We have included in the framework for thirdparty applications development a Java + GWT gadget project example
to show the best practices and facilitate gadgets development and deployment (P2Pvalue, 2014c).
Java and GWT has been chosen as programming language and toolkit for web development for a wide set of
reasons. GWT compiles Java and GWT source code into HTML, CSS and Javascript. The Wave Gadget API is
available for Java + GWT and it allows the development of complex projects, using design patterns such as Model
View Presenter (Potel, 1996), Dependency Injection (Fowler, 2004) and events (Etzion and Niblett, 2010), as
opposed to plain Javascript code.
The gadget development project included in the framework proposes the use of different tools and technologies
as development environment aiming to facilitate the following phases of development:
1.

Project Implementation: Gadgets can be programmed as standard GWT elements for the reasons
already mentioned. We propose the use of Eclipse IDE (Eclipse Foundation, n.d.a), that has plugins for
GWT integration, making the development process easier. As in many other software projects, in order to
automatise the building process, we employ Maven (Apache Software Foundation, n.d.b) a popular tool to
manage dependencies, compilation and deployment of Java projects.

2.

Testing and Debugging: Project architecture and proposed technologies provide the infrastructure for
debugging, testing and deployment without additional effort. In testing and debugging phases, the project
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is deployed by the Eclipse IDE in the called “GWT development mode” that allows the execution of the
gadget with interpreted Java code instead of the compiled Javascript + HTML, allowing the easy
debugging of the project. Using the GWT Developer Plugin with a compatible browser, the gadget
deployed with the GWT development mode can be accessed. This plugin establishes the needed
communication among the IDE and the program at testing and debugging phases. These specific
debugging tools are required to work with the original GWTcompatible Java code, instead of the
generated HTML, CSS and JavaScript.
3.

Deployment: Maven is used to manage the dependencies and the build process. In the compilation
phase GWT transforms Java + GWT code into HTML, CSS and JavaScript as well as the XML declaration
of the gadget. The gadget packaging structure is the following:
a.

An XML file that defines the gadget including its characteristics (title, description, author,
preferred height, etc), the user information needed such as name or avatar, its dependencies
and its content. The content of the gadget consist of the reference to the HTML, CSS and
Javascript files of the gadget.

b.

HTML, CSS and javascript files of the gadget, generated by GWT compilation. GWT transform
Java source code into specific Javascript files per browser and per language, since this cannot
be done at runtime.

The packaged gadget should be then hosted as explained in the following subsection.
We have summarised and published guidelines for the configuration and use of the proposed development
environment (P2Pvalue, 2014b).
5.1.3. Deployment & Execution
As previously mentioned, gadgets are decoupled realtime collaborative applications that can be embedded into
Wave conversations. These applications are composed by HTML, CSS and JavaScript code. They use the Google
Gadgets API (Google, 2012a) as a framework of web social components and the Wave Gadgets API to take full
advantage of the collaborative realtime technology of Wave. A diagram of the deployment architecture of Wave
gadgets is depicted in the following figure.
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Figure 5.4: Gadget Deployment Overview

Each gadget is defined by an XML file which establishes the gadget characteristics, their dependencies and user
preferences and their HTML, CSS and JavaScript source code.
The HTML, CSS JavaScript and XML source code defining the gadgets is directly obtained from the deployment of
the project. These source files should be hosted in an accessible web site, being the recommended options a
public revision control repository or a standard web file server.
Each wave provider should use a gadget server to provide gadgets. The framework proposes the use of a gadget
server per wave provider, however a wave provider can use an available external gadget server. The installation
instructions are available at Apache Wave wiki (Apache Software Foundation, 2013c).
The Wave provider and gadget server interactions are essential for the use of wave gadgets. Without it, wave
realtime collaboration would not be possible, neither user authentication, or any user information could be used.
5.1.4. Gadget Execution
Gadgets life start when they are added to a wave, usually included by an user using the gadget XML definition URL.
The wave client creates then an inline frame or “iframe” where the rendered gadget would be included.
The Gadget server receives the gadget XML definition URL. It renders the gadget taking into account the gadget
preferences, user preferences, locale information etc. The functions of the Wave Gadget API would be accessible
by the gadget. this functions will modify the content of the wave conversation hosting the gadget, what will trigger
wave specific events to which gadgets are subscribed (such as gadget state changes).
Finally, the URL of the gadget rendered and hosted in the gadget server is returned so it can be included in the
wave client, making the created iframe to point to the URL.
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5.1.5. Gadgets in the new platform architecture
The new11 P2Pvalue platform architecture extends the Wave Model to work with different types of collaborative
content, and not just conversations as all the other Wavebased projects have done. In this new architecture,
gadgets would not be relevant for every kind of contents. For instance, a chat conversation might not include
gadgets as part of its content. Other kinds of content might require the use of specific gadgets, for instance a
discussion content might require a gadget where users can set their opinion.
Gadgets are a powerful way of using Wave technology for many different applications. This matches the new
architecture’s paradigm, where Wave is used to represent different kinds of data. A new kind of Wave content
called “application” can be conceived, where the content is only a gadget. This would allow the easy creation of
new content types, such as a videoconference application (MartinezBernardo, 2014a). Besides, it would allow the
easy customisation of the platform without technical knowledge about Wave content.
5.2. Robots: automated Wave participants
Robots are automated participants of a wave conversation (which may be considered software agents). They were
originally proposed by Google as a way to extend waves. The Wave Robot API (Google, 2009b) defines the
interactions that these robots are capable of: Add or delete participants, read and modify content, add, read and
use Gadgets. Robots are aware of the changes in the wave they participate in through different events they can
subscribe to.
Web robots are widely used in today’s Internet. Examples of use include web crawlers, spam bots or social bots
as for example Twitter robots. They are autonomous software systems, i.e. they are not part of the software they
interact with. In the case of wave robots, this interaction is done through the Wave Robot API, that provides the
robots with the set of operations they can perform and allows them to subscribe to wave conversations events,
such as the addition of a new participant, or the edition of the document. The Wave Robot API exists for two
programming languages: Python and Java. In our framework we consider the development of Java robots,
providing a sample project and the guidelines for development and deployment of them (P2Pvalue, 2014d;
P2Pvalue, 2014q).
Wave collaborative realtime technology opens the possibilities of robot development, allowing reactive behaviour
thanks to the realtime responses to changes. Moreover, a wave is a dynamic environment, enriched with realtime
collaborative applications (i.e. gadgets), where robots and humans can interact. This favours the creation of an
ecosystem of different robots, users and applications that use the wave as an environment to interact and
communicate. In this scenario, the creation of robots is enhanced by the possible interactions with other robots,
transforming a wave from a simple document or conversation into the environment of a multiagent multiuser
system.
5.2.1. Architecture
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A wave robot is a Java Web application that interacts with a wave provider through the Wave Robot API. Robots are
automated participants, and as human participants should be registered as users of the wave provider. The
authentication of the robot connections to the wave provider relies on the open protocol OAuth (IETF, 2010).

Figure 5.5: Robot Architecture Overview

Wave Robot API provides the way of communication among the wave provider and the robot. The robot receives the
changes made on the wave it participates through events (in the registration, it specifies which events it is
interested in). These events represents different changes in the wave, such as a new participant joining the
conversation, a change in the text or a reply message. The event also contains a model of the state of the wave
when the event occurs. Robots can modify the wave representation they receive from the events, as for instance,
add a reply to the root message. These changes are queued by the robot API and send to the wave provider in
form of operations.
The robot behaviour is expected to be specified in a Robot class extending an Abstract Robot class provided in the
API. This class manages the communication with the Wave provider such as receiving and managing Wave events
and send Wave operations such as adding a new participant. This class also manages the authentication of the
communications using OAuth, using a properties file with the authentication information.
5.2.2. Development
A Wave robot project example is provided as part of the thirdparty applications framework. This project assist the
register and deployment process.
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When registering the robot, the wave server access its capabilities file (where the robot lists the events it reacts to
and the changes it performs). Thus, the robot should be deployed at register time. The original sample project has
been modified to include the authentication information as the robot username and the secret token in a properties
file. This avoids unnecessary compilations that happened before due to the inclusion of the secret token at source
code files.
This project uses maven technologies for dependencies management and as building tool, as well as Java EE
(Enterprise Edition) as the programming language. Original project has been adapted to be easily deployable as
an independent web application, and not to be deployed at Google’s AppEngine as previous project was prepared
for.
5.2.3. Deployment & execution
Robots interact within a wave conversations similarly to how users interact. Indeed, a robot has to be added as
participant into a wave to be able to interact with it. As human users, robots have to be registered. Once a robot is
registered a “secret token” is returned to be used as OAuth authentication token by the robot. The robot username
and secret token should be updated in the project prior to compilation to obtain a valid and registered Wave robot.
We have documented and published this process (P2Pvalue, 2014a).
Robots can be deployed at independent application servers. We have developed and documented a way for
deploying robots at independent applications (P2Pvalue, 2014d, P2Pvalue,2014a), since previous documentation
and examples used Google AppEngine as host.To deploy the robot the project should be built with maven, this
generates a WAR (Web application ARchive) file with the application. The WAR of the application should be hosted
in an accessible Java Servlet Container, such as a Tomcat (Apache Software Foundation, n.d.a).
After this register and deployment, the robot should be able to interact with the waves it participates in.
The execution of Wave robots involves several interactions among the Wave provider, and the application server.
As already detailed, the robot should be registered first of all. During the registration process, the Wave provider
accesses the robot’s capabilities file, in which the events to which it reacts to are listed. The Wave provider listens
to the changes in the wave the robot participates in, sending the events in which the robot is registered to the robot
servlet. These events include the information of the current state of the document.
Robots can modify the waves they participate in through the Wave Robot API. When robots do changes in their
Wave representation, the API transforms these changes into a queue of operations to perform in the wave. When
the robot decides to perform the changes it has been doing to its local representation of the Wave, the operation
queue is sent to the Wave Server, using OAuth authentication to verify that the changes are performed by the actual
robot. Then, the Wave Server applies the operations in the real wave and returns to the robot the result of each of
the performed operations.
5.2.4. Robots in the new platform architecture
As explained in the gadgets case, the new P2Pvalue platform architecture proposes to use the Wave protocol to
model different content types. This differs from previous Wave projects that just used Wave conversations as
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content type. While some of the robot API events would not apply to every content type (for instance, annotated text
might not be used in a chat type content), most of them are generic enough to be used in any content type:
changes in the sets of participants, content modification, etc. Both content type specific and generic robots might
be created. An example of a generic robot might be a robot that populates an Activity Stream (Activity Streams, n.d.)
when users join/modify/create any kind of content. Specific robots examples are robots that interact with specific
gadgets or robots that change some text for emoticons in chat content.
5.3. Detailed contributions of the extensions framework
The following table provides a detailed account of the contributions carried out as part of the proposal of a
framework for thirdparty application development.

Development

Project

Public contribution

Upgrade of gadget project technologies to
latest versions

Gadget sample project

Shared with the Kune community.
(Kune Community, 2014a)

Unify gadget sample projects in a single
project

Gadget sample project

Shared at an available public
repository. (P2Pvalue, 2014c)

Document:
Gadget
deployment Tutorial

Gadget sample project

Public wiki
2014b)

Gadget Position Bug Fixed

Apache Wave

Solution for Apache Wave issue
#269. Reviewed and accepted.
(P2Pvalue, 2014s)

Implementation of several examples using
the framework (Videoconference gadget,
Creative Commons license wizard gadget,
Poll gadget)

Independent
Gadget
projects:
AppearWOW/
CCWave/Pollymer

(MartinezBernardo, 2014a, 2014b,
2014d)

Upgrade of gadget project technologies to
latest versions

Robot sample project

Public wiki
2014u)

Project

at

Robot sample project

Shared at an available public
repository. (P2Pvalue, 2014q)

and

Robot sample project

(P2Pvalue, 2014a)

Independent
project: Colbotia

(MartinezBernardo, 2014c)

building:

development

easy

and

deployment

independent application server.

Documentation:

Robot

development

page.

page.

(P2Pvalue,

(P2Pvalue,

deployment tutorial

Implementation of a robot example using the
proposed

framework:

robot

to

assign

robot

contributions to participants
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Gadget

State

Implementation

Changed

of

a

declared

event:
but

not

Apache Wave. Related to
Robot API

Solution for Apache Wave issue
#417. (P2Pvalue, 2014t)

Apache Wave. Related to
Robot API

Solution for Apache Wave issue
#418. (P2Pvalue, 2014v)

Apache Wave. Related to
Robot API

Submited
to
Apache
(P2Pvalue, 2014v)

implemented API functionality

Form button click event: Implementation of a
declared

but

not

implemented

API

functionality

Form Element addition: Implementation of a
declared

but

not

implemented

API

Wave.

functionality
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6. Architecture design
The P2Pvalue platform’s architecture should provide capabilities matching the stated aims in the DoW:
●

Privacy awareness

●

Federation

●

RealTime collaboration

●

Social Networking

as well as those new challenges pointed out along the first stages of the User Centric Design process and the
project’s implicit needs
●

Mobile and multidevice support

●

Scalability

●

Internationalisation (i18n)

●

Open standards and protocols

The aim of this section is to depict a highlevel technical architecture supporting these capabilities in a flexible and
scalable way for the project.
6.1. Architecture
The main consideration to the P2Pvalue platform’s architecture is its dual support for realtime/collaborative data
and noncollaborative data. This double support provides flexibility and a right use of resources in situations where
some data won’t be shared, for example personal information. Noncollaborative content could also include
situations of local storage or caché, as in a mobile app or inCloud deployments.

Figure 6.1: P2Pvalue Platform Architecture. Highlevel content view.

A first approach to implement this architecture is to reuse the most parts of the Wave project within a context of a
GWT application.
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Figure 6.2: P2Pvalue Platform Architecture. Highlevel components view.

That means not to use the same Wave Web Client code but to build a new client able to work with Wave. The client
will interact with the Wave Server in two ways: to manage Wave contents (Wave API) and to manage other kind of
services, like user’s metadata, Wave search, etc (Server API). A shared authentication component is needed to
handle the same user credentials in all parts of the platform.

Figure 6.3: P2Pvalue Platform Architecture. Detailed components view.

This architecture can be used in a standard Java Servlet or Java EE (Enterprise Edition) container (Oracle, 2014).
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Figure 6.4: P2Pvalue Platform Architecture. Deployment and execution view .

6.2. Java / GWT Web Client
The user interface and the application logic is implemented mainly in this component. The technology chosen is
GWT because it provides us several advantages:
●

It is the same technology used by Wave so we do not spend time porting Wave’s code, but we just modify
or extend its current code.

●

It is a mature technology where Java code is translated transparently to JavaScript. The application runs in
the Web browser.

●

It follows the single page application paradigm like desktop or mobile applications. In that sense, we
apply the ModelViewPresenter pattern.

●

It provides native internationalisation support.

●

It allows to develop responsive Web applications for mobile or desktop Web browsers in the same
project.
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The Web Client inner architecture follows recommended design patterns and best practices from Google and the
GWT community (Google, 2011):
●

ModelViewPresenter pattern (Potel, 1996).

●

PublishSubscribe pattern (Event Bus).

●

Dependency injection (Fowler, 2004).

●

Performance best practices.

●

Responsive HTML5 user interface, provided by the GWT Bootstrap3 project (GWTBootstrap3, 2014)

6.3. Apache Wave
We are following a blended approach where Wave just provides its specific features while the custom platform
provides the rest of the application features. This approach aims to use the Wave project as an encapsulated
component, where Wave’s improvements can be reused not just in the P2Pvalue Platform.
However, this leads to the challenge of reusing Wave’s platform without being forced to use its complete
technology stack to develop the rest of the P2Pvalue platform. This has been taken into account for further
architecture decisions.
Wave is written in Java/GWT and we decided to develop the platform in the same technology in order to save
project’s cost and time. However, this does not mean to extend the current Wave platform and its Web client. We
are designing and developing a contentoriented API of Wave on top of the original GWT client in order to be
reusable across GWT applications, not only for the P2Pvalue platform. This way, Wave’s complexity is
encapsulated and hidden, and it could bring new implementations of the API in some other technologies in the
future.
A deeper insight of the Wave Server can be obtained from the following sections of this report as well as from the
public documentation on the Apache Wave’s Wiki (Apache Software Foundation, 2014a).
6.3.1. Federation
Federation between two Wave deployments has been tested successfully, validating that the Wave protocol has
federation capabilities at present as it was designed (Google, 2009c).
The scenario assembled for testing purposes consisted on two virtual machines hosted in one of the P2Pvalue
servers: federation1.p2pvalue.eu and federation2.p2pvalue.eu. These virtual machines run Debian GNU/Linux 7
using Linux Containers (LXC) virtualization technology (Linux Containers, 2014).
P2Pvalue’s custom fork (P2Pvalue, 2014p) of Apache Wave was deployed and configured in each of these virtual
hosts. They were also provided with the P2Pvalue wildcard certificate, which is needed in the Wave protocol in
order to sign cryptographically the waves deltas. Besides, the Prosody XMPP server (Prosody, n.d.) was installed
and configured. Note the Wave Federation Protocol is an extension of the XMPP protocol and its XEP0114
Extension (XMPP Standards Foundation, n.d.).
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Figure 6.5: Wave Federation test environment of the P2Pvalue Project.

After a successful installation and configuration of all software components, we just ran into one problem. The
verification of the signatures sent along with the deltas (i.e. the changesets of the waves interchanged between
Wave servers) failed because the sender’s certificate was a wildcard one (a certificate that matches all
subdomains, for example: *.p2pvalue.eu). A patch for the Wave server has been developed in order to fix this
problem and it has been contributed to the Apache Wave community (P2Pvalue, 2014r).
Thus, we are capable to create a wave in one of the P2Pvalue federation servers. Afterwards, we add a user from
the other server. The new wave appears from that user in her own server. The user is able to edit the wave, and her
modifications appear to the first user in her server.
6.3.2. Authentication
Another challenge is the user authentication management. The Wave’s protocol includes its own user account
system with identity federation and it must be integrated with the P2Pvalue platform in an encapsulated way.
Let’s suppose the integration of an existing application with Wave in order to get advantage of using a collaborative
content. Application users must be integrated as Wave identities. This issue is solved by a kind of Single SignOn:
the application must associate each of its accounts with a Wave’s identity (a.k.a. Participant) and the user
credentials will be stored and managed by the Wave platform. For each authentication request, the Platform will
delegate it to the Wave Server.
6.4. NonCollaborative Backend
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General applications manage non collaborative data. Such data could be shared data among users or just
individual data, but it doesn’t need special requirements of collaborative realtime access. Hence it can be
managed in a standard way using a relational or NoSQL database (Christof, 2011).
Initially we avoid to use Wave for this data storage because it is hard to manage from different aspects:
●

Data models for collaborative data are not easy to design.

●

Data models for collaborative data can not be upgraded as easy as relational or NoSQL data models. Any
change imply to run migration processes.

●

Data models for collaborative data are not suitable to perform some typical database operations like
querying with filters and sorting.

These pitfalls prevent us to make a fast development and make rapid changes within the agile methodology
followed. Thus, we require a balance in the use of collaborative versus not shared data models and provide both
models in the application architecture.
Currently the technology used for the backend is the GWT Request Factory (Stackoverflow, 2012a) backed by a
MongoDB database (MongoDB, 2013), the popular leading Open Source NoSQL database. The Request Factory
allows to build fast services in a Java environment, ready to use from GWT applications. They are dataoriented,
which means that client changes to the data model are transparently executed and synchronised in the server. In
order to speed up the development, NoSQL data models are directly mapped in Java classes using the Morphia
library (Morphia, n.d.).
6.5. Mobile Support
The agreed architecture allows us to develop a multidevice Web application where mobile devices will have a
preference. However, we are aware that Web technology has some limitations in comparison with native mobile
applications.
In order to have plenty of the mobile capabilities we will use the Apache Cordova framework (Apache Software
Foundation, n.d.e) to package and deploy the Web application as a mobile app. It allows access to some native
APIs in Android, iOS and other mobile systems.
The main issues preventing the development of a native mobile app are basically related to the port of the Wave
Client API code to other programming languages. In the case of an Android version of the client, despite it using
the Java language we should ensure that some components are compatible with the Android environment,
especially the communications. This issue is partially covered with the adoption of the Atmosphere framework as it
is shown later in this report.
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7. Software Foundations

Table 7.1: Summary of the relevant contributions to existing FLOSS projects (this does not include the FLOSS
P2Pvalue platform itself, but contributions that benefited thirdparties)

Development

Public contribution

Upgrade of core technologies to latest versions

Documented and shared with the Kune community
(Kune Community, 2014b)

Replaced the Wave storage technology, moving from
files to database

Solution for Apache Wave issues #393 and #399.
Reviewed and accepted.
(P2Pvalue, 2014i)
(P2Pvalue, 2014j)

Migration tool

Related to Apache Wave issue #399. Reviewed and
accepted.
(P2Pvalue, 2014k)
(P2Pvalue, 2014l)

Replaced the communications technology between
Web browsers and platform servers

Solution for Apache Wave issue #405. Reviewed and
accepted.
(P2Pvalue, 2014m)
(P2Pvalue, 2014n)

New Wave indexing and search capabilities

Solution for Apache Wave issue #371. Reviewed but
eventually not accepted for another preferred
alternative solution.
(P2Pvalue, 2014o)
(P2Pvalue, 2014p)

Minor bugs and features for Kune

Issue Numbers, following (P2Pvalue, 2014h) and
(Comunes, n.d.d):
P2Pvalue#1 / Kune#545
Improve Add Buddy Logic
P2Pvalue#2 / Kune#467
Invite Kune's users to groups/lists
P2Pvalue#4
Ask password twice in Register
P2Pvalue#8
Disable public space
P2Pvalue#9
User friendly Bug / feature request
P2Pvalue#10 / Kune#573 / Kune #578
Add Inbox search filter
P2Pvalue#25
Set up monitoring tool
P2Pvalue#39
Inbox messages not erased on logout
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7.1. Upgrade of core technologies
As foundation of the new development on top of Wave/Kune it was necessary to upgrade to the latest stable
versions of the core software platforms, frameworks and libraries used by both projects. Obviously developments
usually rely on new software libraries. For example, in order to provide a new responsive user interface we chose
the library GWTBootstrap3. However, it requires at least the version 2.6 of GWT framework. In addition, upgrading
a core framework usually forces to upgrade other libraries being used concurrently.
When the P2Pvalue project started, Wave’s master revision had been already upgraded on its core libraries (Java,
GWT, Guava and Jetty). This prevented Kune to use the latest Wave improvements. Thus, a patch was developed
and shared with the Kune community (Kune Community, 2014b).
The upgrade work involve to replace the libraries using Maven, (Apache Software Foundation, n.d.b) and to
launch new compilations from scratch in order to detect compilationtime errors so mismatched interfaces were
found. In particular:
●

An issue found was related to the deprecation of the data structure MapMaker in favor of CacheBuilder
(Google, 2012b).

●

Changed interface of the Jetty’s ProxyServlet.Transparent constructor, used as proxy for Gadget servers.

●

The main pitfall found was related with the htmlunit library used to provide crawlable versions of the
application pages. The solution was to disable this feature, not mandatory anyway.

Table 7.2: Summary of version updates of Wave/Kune core libraries.

Library / Artifact

Version change

com.google.guava / guavagwt

r09 > 15.0

org.eclipse.jetty / jettyproxy

8.1.4.v20120524 > 9.1.1.v20140108

Java compiler (maven.compiler.*)

1.6 > 1.7

7.2. New Wave Storage
7.2.1. Background and motivation
The Apache Wave’s project have two persistence technologies for wave storage from the time Google released the
source code. An inmemory implementation and a filebased delta storage with a custom data format (Apache
Software Foundation, 2010 and Apache Software Foundation, 2012a). However, the first system is volatile, and
therefore it cannot be used for production environments. Thus, the filebased has been the main implementation.
However, during these past years some related issues were detected, as well as several disadvantages had
become clear.
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The main issues of the filebased storage were:
●

Bug in the implementation causing data losses (Apache Software Foundation, 2013b). The realtime and
concurrent nature of the system makes the filebased implementation hard to debug. The issue shows
that in some real situations of concurrent edition of a wave the system fails.

●

Commit latency: if the server crashes before the data is persisted it may cause a data loss. Reducing this
latency the probability of this to happen is reduced.

●

Throughput performance: the filebased implementation is not designed to ensure good throughput of
read/write operations.

●

Lack of scalability: a file as a data storage does not scale in a multi server infrastructure. In addition, a
database storage allows to scale horizontally the persistence infrastructure as well.

●

Prevention of developing a reliable snapshot and index storage: the filebased persistence was only
designed to store deltas of wavelets. Whenever a snapshot of the wave is requested (e.g. a client opens a
wave), it has to be calculated by merging all deltas. A better approach should be to store the snapshots
avoiding redundant calculations. Afterwards, extracting information to be indexed in order to query
wavelets would be straightforward. However, this can not be easily implemented with a custom file
storage.

As it was suggested by the community (Apache Wave Project, 2013a), the natural implementation of the Wave
persistence should be made with a MongoDB NoSQL database. The reasons would be:
●

It was already used as persistence platform for other entities of the project such as the Accounts. Thus,
this way we would build up an uniform persistence system.

●

Using an existing database system brings reliability, scalability and avoids to maintain nonrelevant
source code for the project.

●

In particular, MongoDB is a wellknown and productionready product as long as being FLOSS.

7.2.2. Development  Implementation of existing Storage Interfaces
The Wave Server uses two interfaces to deal with the persistence of deltas: DeltaStore and DeltaAccess (Figure
7.1). We have developed an implementation based on MongoDB that has been contributed to the Apache Wave
community (P2Pvalue, 2014i) and accepted after review (P2Pvalue, 2014j).
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Figure 7.1: UML class diagram of the Wave server deltas store component.

The objective was to make a very straightforward and simple implementation, avoiding boilerplate code and any
memory footprint. The data model designed for deltas is understandable at first sight:
{ "_id":{ "$oid":"53d777e7e4b0ee7415e155dc" },
"waveid":"local.net/c+Js3WDyaKORA",
"waveletid":"local.net!conv+root",
"appliedatversion":{ },
"applied":{
"$binary":"(binary data)",
"$type":0

},

"transformed":{
"author":{ },
"resultingversion":{ },
"applicationtimestamp":1406629863068,
"appliedatversion":0,
"ops":[ ]
}
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}
A delta is represented in three parts:
●

Metadata: id, version, etc.

●

Binary representation of applied operations.

●

List of operations. An operation has the following data structure:
{

"type":"WaveletBlipOperation",
"blipid":"conversation",
"blipop":{
"contentop":{
"bytes":{
"$binary":"ChAaDgoMY29udmVyc2F0aW9uCgIgAQ==",
"$type":0
}
}
}

}

7.2.2.1. Testing
The new code has passed the existing unit tests for those interfaces as part of the regression test process
(Jumble and Farley, 2010). In addition, code review and tests have been performed by the Apache Wave
community before the approval of the patch.
Besides, the Kune instance of the P2Pvalue project (the Kune node reported in D5.1) was deployed with the new
MongoDBbased delta store. It has been used by the partners as production environment in real situations, from
different countries, using gadgets, collaborative edition of minutes and documents, and with different network
connections and latencies: low quality connections (3G), WiFi, fiberoptic…
In this context, we were not able to reproduce the issue (Apache Software Foundation, 2013b) that causes data
losses, with the new MongoDB storage.
7.2.3. Development  Migration tool
In order to allow current installations of Wave and its flavours (such as kune.cc) to use the new delta storage
implementation it was mandatory to provide a tool to perform migrations from old systems.
Such migration tool has been designed as a general command line tool that could serve to move any Wave Server
data from one type of storage to another. By now, it can only be used for deltas, but it could be easily extended for
Accounts.
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Figure 7.2: UML class diagram of the Wave Data migration tool.

The tool reuses necessary code from the Wave Server to configure and run the persistence system. Therefore, we
use the existing DeltaStore and DeltaAccess interfaces to manage the data. This prevents to have new bugs
during the migration process.
Both source and target storage systems are configured defining the same properties used in the
serverconfig.property file. However, in this case those properties are command line arguments of the tool. The
DataMigrationTool class (Figure 7.2) is responsible for creating separated injectors, according to Guice, the
Google dependency injection framework (Google, n.d.a), from these properties bypassing the server’s property
loading process. Then two DeltaStore instances are created separately for each target and source storage system
from each injector:
DeltaMigrator dm =
new DeltaMigrator(sourceInjector.getInstance(DeltaStore.class),
targetInjector.getInstance(DeltaStore.class));
The DeltaMigrator class is responsible of running the “copycat” process, a loop traversing all the wavelets and
deltas listed by the source store and then storing them again in the target store.
In addition, we have improved the configuration of MongoDB in the server, adding properties in the main
configuration file (serverconfig.properties). Before, the configuration was placed within a file in the source code
tree. This was forcing to check out manually this file on every deployment.
7.2.3.1. Testing
The design of the tool ensures the correctness of the code which read from and write data to storage
implementations were tested previously. Thus, only the logic of the DeltaMigrator’s loop had to be tested. In
addition to an individual test, a complete case was covered when all waves of the Kune installation of P2Pvalue
were migrated from files to MongoDB.
This work has been contributed to the Apache Wave community (P2Pvalue, 2014k) and accepted after review
(P2Pvalue, 2014l).
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7.3. Wave ClientServer communication
7.3.1. Background and motivation
Among others, one of the biggest challenges that the Wave project had to solve was the communication
technology between clients (Web browsers) and the Wave server. It had to support the realtime characteristics of
Wave, where small changes in a conversation should go back and forth from the client to the server smoothly.
Google Wave originally solved this using the WebSockets technology, an experimental communication protocol at
that time being developed and defined mainly by Google. WebSockets allows to establish a bidirectional and
fullduplex communication channel between Web clients and servers using the HTTP protocol to negotiate and to
share the standards TCP ports 80 and 443. Therefore this should make easy for WebSocket to work with current
HTTP network devices.
However, the WebSocket protocol adoption by Web clients, servers and network devices manufacturers has been
unequal during past years because of the winding protocol definition process. Nowadays, WebSockets is part of
the HTML5 standard (as a JavaScript API) and it is still a draft for the W3C (W3C, 2014). On the other hand,
WebSockets is a communication protocol being standarised by the IETF in the RFC 6455 (IETF, 2011a).
These circumstances explain two relevant problems of the original Apache Wave implementation:
●

It did not work with clients and networks not ready for WebSockets, therefore limiting its usage in too many
situations.

●

The implementation of Apache Wave is tight to a specific Web server that implements the WebSocket
protocol, Jetty (Eclipse, n.d.b).

The first problem was partially solved by the Wave’s community with the addition of an alternative clientserver
communications framework based on HTTP, the socket.io (Socket.io, n.d.). It was activated in case a client was
not able to open a WebSocket connection. However, socket.io, originally developed for NodeJS, was used via a
Java port (Socket.IOjava, 2011). This latter FLOSS project has been hard to maintain along with the development
of socket.io, showing instability problems while also being limited to a Jetty server. This last fact turned
problematic when a recent upgrade of the Jetty Server version used became incompatible with the socket.io Java
library (Apache Software Foundation, 2014b). Hence, despite the WebSocket problem had been partially solved,
Wave was still dependant to the Jetty server tightly.
The Apache Wave’s community decided to look for a more stable, standard and encapsulated alternative, avoiding
to be involved in its development. It was discussed and suggested the use of Atmosphere framework
(AsyncIO.org, 2014a). Thus, the latter was integrated by the P2Pvalue team, as explained in the next section.
7.3.2. Integration of the Atmosphere Framework
The Atmosphere framework provides the client and server components to make asynchronous communications. It
has support for plenty of servers and clients and for different communication technologies, including WebSockets
and alternatives such as Long Polling, Comet, and socket.io (see Stackoverflow (2012b), for a comparison
between these technologies). In particular, from the Wave point of view, it has support for the majority of Java Web
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servers (better known as Java Servlet Containers) and it provides a JavaScript and a Java client. The latter is
compatible with the Android OS (AsyncIO.org, 2014b).
Therefore, it provides initially a comprehensive replacement of the obsolete socket.io library. In addition, it would
allow to replace the whole Jettyspecific WebSocket implementation separating the Wave project from the Jetty
server eventually. This would make Wave a more flexible project in the sense of it being able to be deployed in
different Java Servers allowing anyone to reuse an existing Java infrastructure.
Work performed so far only includes the replacement of the socket.io library. The replacement of the current full
WebSocket code would be pretty straightforward after this.

Figure 7.3: UML class diagram of the Wave server WebSocket/Atmosphere connection management.
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The diagram in Figure 7.3 shows a summarised view of the Wave Server classes handling communication with
clients. Basically it can be divided in three components:
●

Connection (AtmosphereConnection)
It stands for a specific client connection so it is associated with a loggedin user. The first message
received by the connection must be an user authentication request. It must include the Servlet’s session
token generated previously in a login process. Following messages are mapped with a Wave’s RPCs
(Remote Procedure Call). In general, the Connection will receive and send messages from and to the
associated Channel.

●

Channel (AtmosphereChannel)
It is an abstraction of the channel of communication between the server and the client. It is responsible of
deserialising the JSON payload of the messages and viceversa. It handles connection and disconnection
events.

●

Handler (WaveAtmosphereService)
It is the main component of the Atmosphere framework and it is associated with a specific Servlet. It
integrates previous connection/channel components with the framework request semantics:
●

Suspend: The action of suspending consists of telling the underlying Web server to not commit
the response, e.g. to not send back to the browser the final bytes the browser is waiting for
before considering the request completed.

●

Resume: The action of resuming consists of completing the response, e.g. committing the
response by sending back to the browser the final bytes the browser is waiting for before
considering the request completed.

●

Broadcast: The action of broadcasting consists of producing a message and distributing that
message to one or many suspended responses. The suspended response can then decide to
discard the event or send it back to the browser.

The service receives requests that are mapped against a new or existing connection/channel pair
(onRequest() method). The request is not answered (is suspended) until the server builds up a response
and it sends it by the connection/channel (sendMessage() methods).
The channel sends back the response using the Atmosphere’s broadcast mechanism. In our case, this
is a degenerated broadcast because we are going to broadcast the response only to the original client’s
request. Then the suspended request is awakened (onStateChange() method) and the response is sent.
Additional serverside work included to serve the client’s JavaScript to the clients, the addition of the Atmosphere
libraries and the removal of deprecated socket.io ones.
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Figure 7.4: UML class diagram of the Wave client WebSocket/Atmosphere connection management.

For the client side (Figure 7.4), the Atmosphere integration has a straightforward approach. The Wave client uses
simple interfaces that hides the WebSockets logic or any other protocol: WaveSocket and WaveSocketCallback.
The WaveSocketFactory creates a different WaveSocket instance depending on if WebSockets are available or not.
In our case this is backed by the AtmosphereConnectionImpl class, being responsible of:
●

Loading the Atmosphere JavaScript script from the server.

●

Creating an Atmosphere connection object and connect it to the server.

●

Listening to events and dispatching them to the AtmosphereConnectListener which eventually dispatches
them to the WaveWebSocketClient through the WaveSocketCallback interface.

The client component configures both the main and fallback communication technologies used by Atmosphere
when it connects to the Server. The default implementation attempts to use the Server Side Events first, and Long
Polling if the former is not available. The approach is to attempt to use the more advanced technology because it
will be more efficient in the sense of using less number of requests to simulate a realtime communication over
HTTP.
This work has been contributed to the Apache Wave community (P2Pvalue, 2014m) and accepted after review
(P2Pvalue, 2014n).
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7.3.3. Testing
In order to test the Atmosphere integration an endtoend approach has been followed in
●

Local environment: a server with two clients, testing all combinations of:
○

Edit the same and different documents.

○

Use of Websockets and nonWebsockets (Atmosphere) deactivating WebSockets in the Web
browser.

○
●

Use of Mozilla Firefox (v24 , v29) and Google Chrome (v35) Web browsers.

Development environment: previous tests were repeated in the P2Pvalue development infrastructure and
in Kune’s P2Pvalue production installation.

In addition to these regression tests, a large set of different situations such as levels of workload, network
configurations and clients versions and brands can affect the performance of the Atmosphere tier or show some
degree of incompatibility. We encourage to consult the Atmosphere framework documentation (AsyncIO.org,
2014a) for a guide of compatible servers, clients and protocols.
This code has been contributed and accepted by the Apache Wave project so it has been also tested and reviewed
by that community (P2Pvalue, 2014m).
7.4. Wave Search index
7.4.1. Background and motivation
From a client point of view, the Apache Wave services architecture is separated in two parts:
●

Services related to the user, such as login, logout, user’s metadata, and to querying the Wave Server for
waves where the user participates (or has created). These services are provided by a heterogeneous set
of Servlets.

●

Services related to work with an specific wave and its wavelets. These services are provided by a set of
well defined RPCs over the WebSocket/Atmosphere communication tier.

The current Apache Wave’s inbox is backed by the first type of services. The inbox allows users to access to their
conversations and to check which messages are new, which people participates in them and so on. However
there are some issues affecting it:
●

Unread blip count in conversation is incorrect (Apache Software Foundation, 2012b).

●

Lack of filters to search and sort waves by date, creators or participants.

●

A memorybased query and sort system. It loads all the wavelets in the resultset of a query in order to
calculate metadata (such as the unread blip count). Calculations are always repeated for each query. It
must be considered that each Wave client queries the server every 20 seconds in order to list the user’s
waves.

●

In particular, the first issue has a terrible impact on the user experience in Wave (and Kune) because of
the lack of any UI tool to manage the inbox when a user participates in a large number of conversations.
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Therefore the solution of these issues should be comprehensive, extensible and scalable either for current Wave /
Kune UI or new Wave clients. The work was performed in two parts: improvement of the inbox UI with new filter
features and a new Wave indexer and search component based on MongoDB.
7.4.2. Improved Wave Search provider
The search provider component (Figure 7.5) provides a simple interface which uses an unparsed query string and
a result range to return a SearchResult object with a list of waves’ digests. Most of the components of the search
provider, not shown in the diagram, help to get all the accessible Wavelets for the user (createWaveViewToFilter()
method), load them into memory and transform them in the type WaveViewData, a more suitable type for the digest
process. During a digest creation (WaveDigester class), Wave content is processed and calculations are
performed.

Figure 7.5: UML class diagram of the Wave server search provider component.

The improvements implemented in the current Wave’s search provider were to filter waves in a range of dates,
either creation date or last modification date. The performed steps were:
New tokens were added to support new query options:
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●

FROM:yyyyMMdd  to select waves with a later date value.

●

TO:yyyyMMdd  to select waves with an earlier or equal date value.

●

USEDATE:[createdate|lastmoddate] sets the date field to use.

Figure 7.6: UML class diagram of helper classes for the Wave server search provider component.

This implied to add new token types in the TokenQueryType and new date’s value type for handling dates values,
UseDateValueType. (Figure 7.6) Finally the QueryHelper class was modified to parse these new options in the
parseQuery() method. In addition, new filtering logic was included in the isWaveletMatchesCriteria() to match
wavelets in the supplied date range.
Regarding the UI improvement of Wave, a form prompting the new search filter options was implemented: filtering
by dates and sorting. It basically allows to build a query string with the new tokens. Since we are not using the
Wave/Kune UI anymore and it was merely an extension of the current GWT code we will not detail the changes
performed in the source code. A screenshot of Wave follows, showing the new search form:
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Figure 7.7: View of the new search form for the Wave client software.

7.4.3. MongoDBbased Wave Indexer and Search provider
During the previous work of improving the original search provider, we found out that the search process was a
heavy inmemory process implemented with a complex code (Apache Software Foundation, 2012d), tightened to
the conversation model, and not so flexible and scalable to future needs related to new Wave types. In addition, the
Wave indexer feature of the server was only used to track which participants were associated to a Wavelet.
In order to address these issues a new indexer and search provider has been developed with the following
principles:
●

Changes in a wavelet trigger index updates only for changed values. If the value is used in a calculated
value, then calculation is triggered. For example, if a user reads a Blip, it will launch the calculation of
unread blips. This way, calculations are performed only once.
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●

All indexed data and metadata of waves is stored in order to execute queries against the index without
needing to load wave data in memory.

Figure 7.8: UML class diagram of the Wave server indexer and the view handler components.

The indexing process starts when the Wave Bus (Apache Software Foundation, 2014a) notifies a change in a
Wavelet for a specific user. This event is managed by an instance of PerUserWaveViewHandler (Figure 7.8) which
handles particular indexing. Here a new MongoDbPerUserWaveViewHandlerImpl has been developed to pass
these events to the MongoDB indexer implemented separately in the class named MongoDbIndexStore.
In addition, the Wave Server only was triggering the onParticipantAdded and the onParticipantRemoved, so it has
been modified in order to actually call the methods defined in the PerUserWaveViewBus.Listener. This way we
avoid retrieving Wavelets during search.
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In the original implementation, search providers require the list of Wave/Wavelets of a user through the interface
PerUserWaveViewProvider. This has been implemented to keep backwards compatibility, so a Wave Server can
index waves in MongoDB but still querying it via the simple search provider shown previously.

Figure 7.9: UML class diagram of the Wave server search provider implemented by the new MongoDB index.

However, now it is possible to directly use the new index using the MongoDbSearchProviderImpl (Figure. 7.9).
This simplify the original search provider model and the way queries are performed: now a query is formed by one
single line of code:
DBCursor cursor = store.find(query).sort(sort).skip(skip).limit(skip);
This line replaces almost all the code implemented in AbstractSearchProvider and SimpleSearchProvider.
Moreover, the index data model is clear and human readable now, so it can be easily debugged. This is an
example record of a user’s Wave view for a conversation:
{
"_id":{
"$oid":"53d7bd9444ae2f48cb7cb310"
},
"view_for":"welcomebot@local.net",
"wave_id":"local.net/w+e6gf2w0lrleqC",
"type":"conversation",
"creator":"welcomebot@local.net",
"participants":[
"welcomebot@local.net",
"dani@local.net"
],
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"created_time":1406647700747,
"last_mod_time":1406647700747,
"title":"Welcome to local.net!",
"snippet":"Welcome to local.net!",
"content_conversation":{
"doc_blips":[
{
"blip_id":"b+1f63j90h6myjcD",
"blip_version":7
}
]
}
}

Finally, the WaveIndexer interface is used to perform full index of all wavelets during server starts up. It has also
been implemented using the MongoDB index.
7.4.3.1. Solr Indexer alternative
This work has been contributed to the Apache Wave community (P2Pvalue, 2014o and P2Pvalue Project, 2014p)
but it was not finally accepted due to an alternative development of the Search Index based on Solr (Apache
Software Foundation, 2011). We think that both alternatives are useful but obviously they serve to slightly different
purposes, demanding different resources: the developed MongoDB version looks for an alternative to the
inmemory search feature, it is easy to adapt for new Wave contents and it works seamlessly in the current Wave
Server. On the other hand, the Solr (Apache Software Foundation, n.d.f) version is meant to provide fulltext search
capabilities for conversational waves and it brings a new full product into the Wave project, meaning an additional
effort to integrate, configure, deploy and adapt to our needs.

7.5. Foundations for an extended Wave Model
The Wave Server was developed from the beginning to support an unique content type defined by the Wave
Conversation Model (Google, 2010a).
The conversation model is built on top of the Wave Model. That is compound by basic data abstractions supporting
the Operational Transformations (Code Commit, 2010), and therefore collaborative editing: Wavelets and
Documents.
A Wavelet is a set of Documents shared by a set of participants and owned by only one participant. A Document is
a XMLlike content where collaborative data is stored.
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Our aim, in order to extend the possible uses of Wave and integrate it in the P2Pvalue platform, is to reuse these
basic data abstractions to model different contents like chats, documents or Gadget’s shared data space that
could be used in the P2Pvalue platform.

Figure 7.10: Wave Conversation Model diagram (Google, 2010a).

The Wave Protocol and the Wave Server work at the Wave Model level so new contents should work with only few
adaptations. Most of them are related with ID’s codification and constraints. In addition, the extensions to the Wave
Model will not break the old conversation model.
On the other hand, the Wave Client was also designed to support only the Wave Conversation Model so two kind of
modifications are necessary to support new content models:
●

New UI components developed from scratch to work with new content models.

●

Split up the generic Wave Model components from the Conversation Model ones in the Wave client code.
This mainly means to separate the communications layer in order to be reused for new contents UI or in
new Wave clients.

These points have been addressed, initially in a new Chat Model example (P2Pvalue, 2014p). In general, the
components developed to achieve this are:
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Figure 7.11: UML class diagram of Wave client components to manage new Wave models.

●

WaveContentManager: it encapsulates the rest of Wave’s client components needed to create and
connect waves with the server. It allows to be reused across different GWT applications and it is a
generalization of the current Wave’s GWT client.

●

WaveContentWrapper: it stands for a live Wave connected to the server. It works at the Wave Model tier so
it is a kind of backend component for content components. It loads a Wave reusing the the original Wave’s
GWT client code.

●

WaveContentChat: it is the Chat’s content component. It is associated to a WaveContentWrapper and it
provides access to the content via the designed interface, ObservableChat in this case.

●

The

Application

is

responsible

to

load

Waves

using

a

Wave

identifier

(WaveContentManager.getWaveContentWrapper(WaveRef)) and adapt them to a specific content
(WaveContentChat.create(...)).
The Chat Content Model is an example implementation of a general Wave content:
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Figure 7.12: UML class diagram of the sample Wave Chat Model.

●

Chat: it is the basic interface to operate with the content.

●

ObservableChat: it allows clients to listen to remote changes in the content. It provides the bidirectional
flavour to the content. Clients must register ObservableChat.Listener implementations via the
SourceEvents interface.

●

DocumentBasedChat: it is the actual implementation. It uses Wavelet Documents (ObservableWavelet)
to store the information.
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8. The P2Pvalue Platform Prototype
In this chapter we summarise the work done so far that provides a new P2Pvalue Platform for our future testbed
communities as replacement of the former Kunebased platform. It should be noted that this is a continuous effort
as we are running a Lean Design (Huthwaite, 2007) process blended with a Scrum development methodology,
hence the Platform is not a final and closed product anymore: it will evolve on each design/development cycle or
“sprint” and it must be considered always as Beta software, and thus we call it “Prototype”.
To get a deeper view of the following sections we encourage to visit our “live” feeds of information:
●

Backlog, Sprint planning and Collaborative Design Wiki log (P2Pvalue, 2014g). Here you can find detailed
info, including the feedback from users, identified new features, and references to design outcomes:
interviews, user journeys, hypothesis, MVP definitions and application mockups.

●

Development tasks are tracked on our Issue Tracker system (P2Pvalue, 2014h) and can be displayed on
a Scrum board view. Reported technical bugs and infrastructure tasks are also tracked here.

Anybody can also use and test the prototype from the following places:
●

As a Web application, using a Web browser: https://prototype.p2pvalue.eu/

●

As Android application, downloading it from: http://grasia.fdi.ucm.es/p2pvalue/Pear2Pear.apk

Figure 8.1: Screenshot of the P2Pvalue issue tracker and Scrum management tool.

8.1. Sprint 0
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A big effort was necessary to start working with the new Lean approach and build the new software from scratch. It
was also necessary to adapt our Continuous Delivery environment and to build a new base software project.
Besides, we learnt how to work with new techniques and just afterwards we got back to speedy development. This,
we refer to this first “weird” sprint as the Sprint 0.
8.1.1. Lean Design tasks
From the Lean perspective, we developed several initial value propositions and we chose one of them as it is
explained in Chapter 3. The selected value proposition was “Information coordination/organization mobile tool”
and it should cover the following aspects (P2Pvalue, 2014f):
●

Event management: Activities, assemblies, work.

●

Task management and visibility of participation.

●

Resource management.

●

Proposal management, decision making.

In particular we decided to start working on the “Task management and visibility of participation” aspect of the
value proposition. As explained in Chapter 3, it is fully aligned with P2Pvalue project objectives. Hence, we
interviewed eleven people from different CBPP communities about task management. These people are active
participants in their communities, including selfmanaged social centers, FLOSS projects, community radios,
agroecological cooperatives and many other communities. With the collected knowledge the User Journey was
developed along with the MVP definition (Gothelf, 2013). It populated the initial development backlog establishing
the following scope:
●

Users should be able to add Tasks simultaneously in the app.

●

A Task could be assigned to a new User or to a previously chosen User.

●

A Task can be marked as completed.
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Figure 8.2: Pictures of the user journey dashboard for task management in CBPP communities.

After the MVP definition, a user interface mockup was developed in a collaborative design session. Mockups are
used as a development guidance and as an early user validation tool.
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Figure 8.3: Some first HiFi mockups of the P2Pvalue Platform Prototype (Sprint 0). These images are released
under CC BYSA 4.0, authored by Jorge Dueñas Villamiel and P2Pvalue.

8.1.2. Software development
As part of this first sprint, a brand new software project was built based on the reference example from Google
Web Toolkit for mobile apps (GWT Project, n.d.). It was adapted and extended to follow the architecture shown in
Chapter 6. This first version does not implement the full set of capabilities offered by the architecture. These will be
incorporated in next sprints when it is found necessary. From that point, the scope was implemented according to
the mockups and the MVP definition.
8.2. Sprint 1
In order to decide which new things to develop in a sprint we take into account three sources of information:
●

User feedback and issues reported from users via interviews or other kind of feedback after they use the
application.

●

Current backlog: it contains those tasks identified during previous sprint plannings but not developed yet
and those related to the project’s fundamental commitments (in the DoW).

●

Hypotheses taken from the value proposition and the user journey.

All this information is shared and discussed by the UCM team in order to outcome two sets of work. For this sprint
they were:
●

Bug fixes and usability improvements from already provided features, e.g.:
○

Decrease font size.

○

Default task sorting by reverse date of creation.
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●

○

Visual bugs in some smartphones and tablets.

○

Reuse of P2Pvalue Project brand to provide a new look and feel.

New features adding value:
○

Task deletion.

○

Support for communities.

In the sprint scope we try to balance the estimated technical effort and the value provided from a Lean process
perspective. After this, a graphic design session is run in order to detail new views and other improvements in new
screen mockups of the app.
Some other tasks defined during the discussion but not included in the sprint scope are tracked in the backlog to
be taken into consideration for the next sprint.

Figure 8.4: Polished HiFi mockups of the P2Pvalue Platform Prototype (Sprint 1). These images are released
under CC BYSA 4.0, authored by Jorge Dueñas Villamiel and P2Pvalue.

8.3. Sprint 2
In this sprint we continued implementing taskrelated features according to the feedback of the Sprint 1 provided
from different users, who belong to the same communities than the users from previous sprints:
●

Bug fixes and usability improvements:
○

Show a tooltip in community list to help users.
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●

○

Task list showing completed tasks at the bottom.

○

Add name and description to task edition.

○

Clarify task completion checkbox  tooltip.

○

Improve form validation errors messages.

○

Add new user pick list visual component.

○

Add usage analytics data collection.

New features:
○

Remember user session.

○

Community participants rules and deletion  whatsapp style.

There was no need to develop new screen mockups for this sprint.
8.4. Sprint 3
During the analysis of the Sprint 2 we realised that users require additional task features to consider the prototype
an useful app. However they do not see added value from a community point of view. Thus, we decided to
complete a set of taskrelated functionality during this sprint and then get ready to reorient the design process
(pivoting, in Lean terminology) to explore other aspects suggested inside the value proposition “information and
organization mobile tool”: the one related to “proposal management”.
Besides, in this sprint we aim to reinforce the mobile aspect of the app, as it was stated in the value proposition.
Thus, we focused plenty of development effort to provide the platform as an Android app.
Finally, the agreed scope for this sprint was:
●

●

Bug fixes and usability improvements:
○

Task list, show separators for completed and uncompleted tasks .

○

Task list, complete task fade away animation.

○

Show a disclaimer message to alert of the security and privacy risk of using the app.

○

Add transition animation in app screens.

○

Hide tooltips per default on screen load.

○

User select list auto complete.

New features
○

Add usage analytics data collection.

○

Add user Feedback support.

○

Mockup and UX test for proposals.

○

Task reminders.

○

Task deadlines.

○

Integrate app as Android app.
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8.5. Sprint 4
We challenged ourselves during the Sprint 4. It was decided to start looking into the “proposal management”
process in order to provide actual added value to community users. According to the Lean process that meant to
perform 11 new interviews to people participating in different communities, develop a new user journey for
proposals and then define a new MVP, that would eventually integrate features of the previous MVP.

Figure 8.5: General picture of the user journey dashboard for proposal management in CBPP communities.
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Figure 8.6: Detailed picture of the user journey dashboard for proposal management in CBPP communities.

The MVP definition provides the following set of features to be developed firstly:
●

User gets logged in in the app.

●

User sees a summary of events from her communities.

●

User joins a community.

●

User makes a new proposal (an event is generated).

●

User can set a state for the proposal (an event is generated). State is a text provided by the user.

●

User sees a log of the proposal.

●

User writes down a list of resources and actions needed for a proposal.

●

User add tasks to the proposal (task features are inherited from previous MVP).

●

User mark a task as completed.
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Figure 8.7: HiFi mockups of the P2Pvalue Platform Prototype supporting proposal management. These images
are released under CC BYSA 4.0, authored by Jorge Dueñas Villamiel and P2Pvalue.
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9. Conclusions and further research questions
In this deliverable we have described the process of establishing the software foundations of the P2Pvalue
platform. The process has involved the organisation of several workshops, intensive development (Wave, Kune,
Gadgets), the deployment and administration of technical infrastructure, a change of approach towards Lean
Design, interviews and mockup user testing, analysis and design (user journeys, minimum viable products), and
Privacy by Design analysis. All this has been done while contributing to FLOSS projects, engaging CBPP
practitioners and working in the open for sharing both the process and the output.

In the last CAPS2020 conference, an ECorganised event which gathered the CAPS projects, we showed our
support to Lean Design, and it was clear this approach was shared by many other participants. We believe this
change of approach will have fruitful results for P2Pvalue, and in particular for the actual platform we are building,
making sure it will be built responding to the CBPP communities needs, and growing from there.

Our future work involves multiple goals:
●

Following the Lean Design and Scrum methodologies, keep (organically) growing our platform based on
the interviews and user testing, while taking into account both the PbD guidelines and WP2
recommendations.

●

Improve the integration of Apache Wave in the platform, adapting further the Wave Model, and facilitating
federation of contents and thirdparty apps support (i.e. gadgets & robots). In the process, try to take into
account the latest W3C open standards.

●

Involve in the codesign process the selected case study CBPP communities that will be involved for the
testing stage of WP4.

●

Work with WP2 in order to start introducing the recommendations and design guidelines, supported by
WP1 social research, that would help the P2Pvalue platform to promote the sustainability of CBPP
communities.

●

Prepare during the next year testing in CONFINE FIRE testbed facilities.
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